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Geographical Education is published annually and is 
distributed to all members of the state and territory 
associations affiliated with the Australian Geography 
Teachers Association Limited. 
The aims of the journal are to: 
• encourage school, college and university teachers and 

all others interested in Geography to share their ideas 
and experiences; 

• promote sound practice and encourage the 
developments of innovative strategies for teaching 
Geography in the classroom and the field; 

• provide a forum for discussion between teachers on 
issues and direction of Geographical education; 

• encourage reflection on the scope and purpose of 
Geography and its role as a medium for the education 
of young people; 

• promote the diffusion of developments in Geography 
and examples of ways they may be introduced into 
Geography teaching; 

• examine educational issues and trends in the light of 
their relevance for Geography teaching; and 

• disseminate news of the Australian Geography 
Teachers Association activities and information of 
national interest from state affiliates. 
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Every teacher arguably attempts to bring 
something of the real world into the confines 
of the four walls of the classroom. The English 
teacher, expert in the making and using of texts, 
describes and encapsulates that world inside the 
classroom. The Maths teacher can help students 
better understand and describe the world outside 
the classroom, and science students all too easily 
recognise that they are learning about the world 
around them. 

Geography teachers go further and argue that 
fieldwork is a necessary condition, an intrinsic 
element in order to understand and engage 
with the real world. They contend that fieldwork 
brings together a specific body of knowledge 
that constitutes the subject, geography, with 
distinctive ways of studying the real world. 
Fieldwork fleshes out concepts learned within the 
classroom and illustrates abstract ideas. Fieldwork 
stimulates interest, develops environmental 
ethics and deepens an appreciation of aesthetic 
aspects of the environment. A teacher in charge 
of an environmental education centre observed 
that, “For some students it may be the only time 
that they get to see, feel, hear and smell the 
environment” (Foott, 2009, p. 20).

The theme for Geographical Education Volume 29, 
2016 is Fieldwork Questions. Two non-refereed 
articles are included as reports from Julian 
Woolhouse and Aaron Bermingham. Both Julian 
and Aaron are graduates from the Master of 
Teaching Program at The University of Melbourne. 

Julian investigated the progression of fieldwork 
skills in Years 7–10 examining evidence obtained 
from fieldwork booklets, fieldwork report 
instructions, and observations drawn from both 
fieldtrips and the classroom. He reported that, 
by the time they reached Year 10, geography 
students examining urban planning and liveability 
at Laurimar Estate in suburban Melbourne could 
successfully employ fieldwork skills with minimal 
guidance from their geography teacher.

Aaron focused on student booklets that were 
designed to facilitate fieldwork in Years 7, 8 and 9, 
in particular data collection in the field. He sought 
to find out the extent to which student-led inquiry 
is supported by fieldwork booklet design? Aaron 
found that, although geography students were 
highly engaged in their allotted tasks, the booklets 
provided limited opportunities for students to plan 
their fieldwork inquiries, clarify their values, or 
reflect on the fieldwork inquiry process.

Two refereed articles are included in Volume 29, 
2016. 

The first is by Dr Lou Preston who undertook a 
qualitative content analysis of various examples 
of fieldwork reported in the Geography Teachers’ 
Association of Victoria’s journal, Interaction. She 
argues that school-based geography fieldwork 
does encompass distinctive ways of studying the 
world but that these practices tend to be teacher-
led, focusing on knowledge acquisition and skill 
development rather than on the affective and 
sensory dimensions referred to in the second 
paragraph above.

The second paper comes from your Editor. 
Although this article focuses on landscape it does 
advocate approaches to fieldwork that extend 
beyond the all-seeing eye to engage students 
with their personal geographies in terms of lived 
practice and corporeal engagement with the 
landscape.

Many thanks to Geoffrey Paterson as proof reader 
and Reviews Editor of the current volume. The 
review titles reflect a range of topics in geography 
and the teaching of geography. Each reviewer is 
thanked for finding time to write a review.

I look forward to contributions to the next edition 
of the journal Volume 30, 2017.

Reference

Foott, B. (2009). Fieldwork at Environmental 
Education Centres. Geography Bulletin. 41(4), 
20–21.

Editorial
Nick Hutchinson 
Editor, Geographical Education
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AGTA’s principal focus in 2016 has been to 
support the implementation of the Australian 
Curriculum: Geography and its various state- and 
territory-based derivatives. A key element of this 
support has been the provision of professional 
learning opportunities for classroom teachers 
(AGTA Geography Roadshow), publication of 
a skills-based text Geography Skills Unlocked, 
ongoing promotion of GeogSpace, a contribution 
to the Australian Academy of Sciences Strategic 
Directions paper for the Geographical Sciences, 
and the development of a brochure to promote the 
study of Geography in schools.

AGTA’s priorities for 2017
The AGTA Board agreed to focus on the following 
initiatives for 2017:

• a skills-based AGTA Geography Roadshow 
– a professional learning program offered in 
conjunction with State- and Territory-based 
affiliates;

• the publication of a new text-based resource   – 
Communicating in Geography and History;

• the mapping of the Professional Standards for 
Accomplished Geography Teachers against the 
Australian Institute for Teaching and School 
Leadership (AITSL) Professional Teaching 
Standards; 

• the support of primary school Geography; and
• the enhancement of the GeogSpace website.

Geography Skills Unlocked
Geography Skills Unlocked was published in 
August 2016. As the Project Coordinator, I 
would like to thank the lead writers, John Butler 
and Mick Law, and all those who contributed 
their professional expertise to earlier editions 
of the text (published under the title Keys to 
Geography Skills). I would also like to thank 
Nick Tapp (editor), Patrick Cannon and Kerry 
Cooke (designers), Guy Holt and Bruce Rankin 
(illustrators), Jo-Anne Ridgeway (cover designer) 
and Geoffrey Paterson (proof reader). Their 
professional expertise has contributed to what is 
a very impressive publication. The challenge now 
is to market the text nationwide. This will ensure 
that AGTA’s considerable investment in this 
initiative is recouped and a surplus generated to 
sustain the activities of AGTA well into the future. 
It is envisaged that an update of the text will be 

undertaken in 2018–2019 with the publication of a 
second edition of the textbook scheduled for early 
2020. 

AGTA Geography Roadshow
The AGTA Geography Roadshow initiative, which 
commenced in early 2015, continued in 2016 
with events held in South Australia, Tasmania and 
the Northern Territory. The one-day professional 
learning event included both primary and 
secondary programs. Topics addressed included 
thinking geographically, inquiry in Geography, 
fieldwork, ICT in Geography, and developing 
literacy through Geography. More than 600 
teachers participated in the program over the 
course of 2015–2016. 

The AGTA Board has endorsed another such 
initiative for 2017. The upcoming series of 
Roadshow events will focus on Geography 
Skills. It will be a great opportunity to promote 
Geography Skills Unlocked.

GeogSpace
AGTA continues to promote the GeogSpace 
website. The website was an initiative of AGTA 
supported by the resources of Education Services 
Australia. This innovative web-based resource has 
been designed to support primary and secondary 
teachers implementing the Australian Curriculum: 
Geography. Developed by a team of practising 
Geography teachers, the site ensures that all 
schools across Australia have access to a unique 
resource that reflects best practice using current 
technology and pedagogies. AGTA has committed 
funds to ensure that the site continues to serve 
the needs of classroom teachers.

Standards Mapping 

The mapping of the Professional Standards for 
Accomplished Geography Teachers against the 
AITSL Professional Teaching Standards will be 
of use to teachers undergoing the accreditation 
process. It will provide the subject-specific 
language required to demonstrate the mastery 
of the AITSL professional standards at the 
Accomplished level.

Chair of Directors Annual Report 2016
Dr Grant Kleeman 
Chair, Australian Geography Teachers Association Limited
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Other activities and initiatives

AGTA Conference

The AGTA Conference is to be held from 8–12 
January 2017 in Melbourne, Victoria. The 
conference will feature a number of outstanding 
keynote speakers including Dr Rachel Carey, 
Professor William Cartwright, Professor David 
Lambert, Dr Michael Solem and Professor Bruce 
Rasmussen. 

Conference participants will also have the 
opportunity to participate in a diverse education 
program of presentations, workshops and field 
trips. There will also be a pre-conference study 
tour to western Victoria. 

The conference is being held at the University of 
Melbourne’s Parkville campus. The campus offers 
a variety of unique cultural, architectural and 
landscape features which play an important part in 
the history of the City of Melbourne and the story 
of Victoria. 

A conference coordinating committee, led by 
Trish Douglas, Leonie Brown and Rob Berry, has 
done a terrific job in developing the program 
and organising what will be a very successful 
undertaking. 

Publications

Geographical Education

Geographical Education is the professional journal 
of AGTA and is on the DEST Register of Refereed 
Journals. The journal was published in print form 
until Volume 25, 2012. The journal has since 
been published in a digital format and is available 
on the Association’s website. The ISSN for 
Geographical Education is ISSN 2204-0242.

Contributions of varying length are invited, with 
a maximum of 5,000 words for major articles 
and research reports. Shorter articles of 2,000 
words, featuring classroom strategies, reflections 
on particular issues and practices in geography 
teaching, in-service education workshops, and 
comments on previous articles are especially 
welcome. 

The theme for Geographical Education Vol. 29 
is Fieldwork Questions. There are four articles, 
two of which are refereed contributions. Julian 
Woolhouse has contributed A case study of 
progressing Geography fieldwork skills over 
Years 7–10. In his article, Julian investigates the 
progression of fieldwork skills in Years 7–10 
through and examination of evidence drawn from 
fieldwork booklets, fieldwork report instructions, 
and observations drawn from both fieldtrips 
and the classroom. He found that by the time 

they reached Year 10 Geography students could 
successfully employ fieldwork skills with minimal 
guidance from their Geography teacher. 

Aaron Bermingham has contributed an article 
– Investigating the extent to which student-led 
inquiry is supported by fieldwork booklet design. 
Aaron focused on student booklets designed 
to facilitate fieldwork in Years 7, 8 and 9, in 
particular data collection in the field. Aaron 
determined that, while geography students were 
highly engaged in their assigned fieldwork tasks, 
the booklets provided limited opportunities for 
students to plan their fieldwork inquiries, clarify 
their values, or reflect on the fieldwork inquiry 
process. 

The journal’s two refereed articles are: 

• Dr Lou Preston article – Field ‘work’ vs 
‘feel’ trip: Approaches to out-of-class 
experiences  – is a qualitative content analysis 
of various examples of fieldwork reported 
in the Geography Teachers’ Association of 
Victoria’s journal, Interaction. She argues 
that school-based geography fieldwork tends 
to be teacher-led, focusing on knowledge 
acquisition and skill development rather than 
the affective and sensory dimensions. 

• Nick Hutchinson’s paper – Landscapes both 
invite and defy definition – argues in favour of 
approaches to fieldwork that extend beyond 
the all-seeing eye to engage students with 
their personal geographies in terms of lived 
practice and corporeal engagement with the 
landscape. 

The issue also features an extensive range of 
book reviews sourced by Geoffrey Paterson. 

Geographical Education, Volume 29, is now 
available on the AGTA website.

AGTA thanks Nick Hutchinson and Geoffrey 
Paterson for their ongoing contribution to the 
work of AGTA. It is greatly appreciated.

Study Geography Brochure

AGTA has funded the development of a Study 
Geography brochure. The brochure includes text 
and images focusing on: Why Geography?; Where 
can your passion for Geography take you?; and 
Studying Geography is a lot of fun!. The resource 
will be very useful for promoting the benefits of 
studying Geography to students and parents.

AGTA thanks Trish Douglas and the GTAV team 
for compiling this excellent promotional resource.
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Thinking Geographically DVD
The second edition of this popular resource 
has an extensive range of geographical thinking 
examples, exercises and articles and over 50 
additional Thinkpieces. It also features new links 
to Australian Curriculum resources materials, 
professional learning presentations, and 
curriculum planning suggestions. 

Being a Citizen CD-ROM
A new innovative product has been released to 
help teachers provide opportunities for students 
to explore the Australian Curriculum: Civics 
and Citizenship. Content of the Being a citizen 
resource includes: links to civics and citizenship 
teaching materials; political mapping classroom 
activities; social issues worksheets and processes; 
GIS and political mapping activities; links to 
curriculum documents and teaching materials on 
civics and citizenship; and professional reading 
links on civics and citizenship education.

Malcolm McInerney is to be congratulated 
on developing such an excellent educational 
resource.

Geographia 
Geographia is AGTA’s newsletter. It is used to 
update the broader membership on the activities 
of AGTA and its state- and territory-based 
affiliates. Julie Hearnden and Anna Hind are to be 
congratulated on the quality of the newsletter. It 
is great to see Directors from our newest affiliate 
making such an important contribution to the 
work of AGTA.

Competitions

Australian Geography Competition and 
Geography’s Big Week Out

AGTA is again pleased to be associated with this 
important national initiative offered by the Royal 
Geographical Society of Queensland. In 2016, 
more than 66,000 students participated in the 
competition. 

The Australian Geography Competition is a great 
opportunity to promote the study of Geography 
in schools. Winners of the competition can also 
be invited to join the International Geography 
Olympiad (iGeo) team and attend Geography’s 
Big Week Out to be held on North Stradbroke 
Island near Brisbane in December 2016. Thank 
you to GTAQ for taking on responsibility for the 
GBWO in 2016. The 2017 and 2018 GBWO will be 
organised by the Geography Teachers’ Association 
of South Australia. 

International Geography Olympiad 
In August, Australian students outperformed 
44 other countries to win first place in the 13th 
International Geography Olympiad (iGeo) held in 
Beijing, China. Singapore, Thailand, Russia and 
China-Taipei were placed second, third, fourth and 
fifth respectively. 

The Australian Team members were: 

• Andreas Orsmond, Sydney Grammar School, 
NSW;  

• Claire Yung, Narrabundah College, ACT; 

• Deepan Kumar, Narrabundah College, ACT;  

• Georgia Worner, Loreto College Kirribilli, NSW.  

Professional advocacy 

Australian Alliance of Associations in 
Education (AAAE)

The AAAE is a body specifically formed to 
represent the interests of teacher professional 
associations at a national level. The body’s role 
is to lobby at a Federal level on issues affecting 
teachers and their professional practice. AGTA is a 
founding member of the newly established entity. 
Malcolm McInerney continues to play a leadership 
role in the Association. 

Australian Federation of Societies for 
Studies of Society and Environment 
(AFSSSE)
AFSSSE is a consortium of four professional 
associations – Australian Association for 
Environmental Education, Australian Geography 
Teachers Association, Business Educators 
Australasia, and Social Educators Association of 
Australia. AFSSSE was formed in 1992 to act as 
the peak organisation for the broad area of study 
known as Studies of Society and Environment. 
Rob Berry continues to represent the views and 
interests of AGTA on AFSSSE. AGTA’s ongoing 
affiliation with AFSSSE is to be reviewed in 2017. 

National Committee for the 
Geographical Sciences 
The AGTA Board voted to support the Australian 
Academy of Science’s National Committee for 
the Geographical Science’s Strategic Directions 
for the Geographical Sciences. The plan will 
include a focus on the contribution of school 
geography to the nation’s strategic research 
priorities. The purpose of the document is 
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to inform policymakers – in government 
and industry – about the role of Geography. 
Contributors included Jeana Kriewaldt, John 
Butler, Grant Kleeman, Malcolm McInerney, Nick 
Hutchinson and Susan Caldis. The paper is in its 
final stages of preparation and will be published 
in 2017. 

New South Wales (finally) adopts the 
Australian Curriculum: Geography 
NSW is the last jurisdiction to implement the 
Australian Curriculum: Geography. In doing so, it 
rejected ACARA’s Humanities and Social Sciences 
Curriculum and maintained the mandatory studies 
in Geography (and History K–10). A syllabus 
document has been developed based on ACARA’s 
originally endorsed Geography curriculum 
(Version 7.5). The NSW Geography Syllabus 
is, however, a somewhat liberal interpretation 
of the Australian Curriculum: Geography. The 
content has been pared back and topics have 
been swapped from year to year in Years 7 and 8 
and Years 8 and 9. No commitment has yet been 
made to the implementation of the Geography 
curriculum for the senior years. 

AGTA’s finances
The cost of publishing Geography Skills Unlocked 
has had a negative impact on the finances of the 
Association. The costs involved should, however, 
be quickly recouped and a healthy profit generated 
by this important initiative. The Board is keen to 
make further investment in such resources, and 
in professional learning programs aligned to the 
needs of schools implementing the Australian 
Curriculum: Geography (and its various state- 
and territory-based derivatives). It is also keen 
to promote of the study of Geography in schools 
more generally.

Malcolm McInerney 
After many years of exemplary service, 
Malcolm McInerney completes his long tenure 

as an AGTA Director. During his time as Chair 
(2008–2013) and the period during which he 
served as Immediate Past Chair (2014–2016), 
Malcolm made an outstanding contribution to 
the Association and geographical education more 
generally. It is by no means an understatement 
to state that under Malcolm’s leadership the 
Association achieved a new level of authority. The 
decisive role AGTA played in the development 
and implementation of the Australian Curriculum: 
Geography is a mark of Malcolm’s leadership as 
is the enhanced status and effectiveness of the 
Association as a representative body. He has also 
contributed to AGTA’s emergence as a provider of 
professional learning and the provider a quality 
educational resources. Of particular note was his 
coordination of the GeogSpace initiative.

New AGTA Executive
At AGTA’s Annual General Meeting on Sunday 
30 October, Trish Douglas was elected Chair and 
Daryl Michie Deputy Chair. Susan Caldis will 
continue as AGTA Secretary and Grant Kleeman 
will take on the roles of Immediate Past Chair and 
Honorary Treasurer.

Thank you!
I would like to thank the AGTA Board for its 
support during my tenure as Chair. It has 
been a real privilege to lead such a wonderful 
organisation. It is, however, time to pass the 
baton to a younger generation of geographers. I 
wish my successor well and look forward to my 
ongoing involvement as Immediate Past Chair.

A special vote of thanks goes to Susan Caldis 
(AGTA Secretary), Malcolm McInerney (Immediate 
Past Chair), Leonie Brown (Honorary Treasurer) 
and Trish Douglas (Deputy Chair). 

AGTA can only remain strong and relevant if each 
Director commits, on behalf of the affiliate they 
represent, to advance the aims of the Association. 
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Abstract
Fieldwork is viewed as integral to geography 
teaching and acclaimed benefits often include 
holistic, student-driven learning, where all the 
senses are engaged and the impacts are more 
than cognitive. While these benefits are often 
assumed, in this paper, I argue that geography 
fieldwork in schools is often teacher-led and 
focused on the intellectual task of knowledge 
acquisition and skill development. Based on 
a qualitative content analysis of examples of 
fieldwork in a state geography teachers’ journal, I 
assert that the affective and sensory dimensions 
are often used to promote the benefits of 
fieldwork, but seldom are explicitly addressed 
through fieldwork pedagogy and learning activities 
in school geography. I contend that this is a 
missed opportunity for a deeper, more embodied 
and critical engagement with, and response to, the 
places visited. 

Introduction 
Fieldwork has traditionally been a significant 
component of geography education and is often 
described as a defining feature of the discipline 
and an effective mode of learning (Casinader, 
2016; Fuller, Edmondson, France, Higgitt, & 
Ratinen, 2006; Hope, 2009; Marsh & Hart, 
2011; Matthews & Cranby, 2014; Taylor, Boon, 
& Kriewaldt, 2012). Notwithstanding the many 
claims supporting the benefits of fieldwork, 
there is little research into current approaches 
to geography fieldwork and the value of these 
methods in the school context. In school 
education discourse in Australia and elsewhere, 
it is often assumed that geography fieldwork 
pedagogies have progressed from traditional, 
teacher-centred (or Cook’s Tour 1) approaches 
to more contemporary, student-centred, inquiry-
based strategies (Marsh & Hart, 2011). In this 
paper, I challenge this assumption through 
examining fieldwork exemplars in a state-based 
journal for geography teachers. Throughout 
the paper, I refer to these fieldwork examples, 
where possible, using numbers (see table 1). I 

have taken this approach for two reasons. First, 
I avoid referring to individuals by name as the 
aim is not to be critical of individual’s fieldwork 
practice. Second, I am endeavouring to illustrate a 
tendency – greater than any one individual teacher 
– towards a more teacher-directed approach to 
fieldwork. Such an approach to fieldwork is, I 
argue, in contrast to the rhetoric suggesting that 
fieldwork should be part of a student-centred, 
inquiry process. Further to this, I contest popular 
claims that a central aim of fieldwork is to engage 
the affective and sensory domains. This is not to 
suggest that the fieldwork does not have sensory 
and affective impacts; rather, I argue that, because 
these domains are not explicitly addressed, the 
opportunities for a more critical, embodied, 
and socially engaged interaction with places are 
reduced. 

This paper begins by exploring the ways in 
which fieldwork is described in Australian State 
and National curriculum documents. This is 
followed by an outline of the various approaches 
to geography fieldwork and the stated benefits 
of fieldwork in the Australian context. Here, I 
foreground the literature that draws attention 
to the holistic, sensory and affective attributes 
of fieldwork. Drawing on Golubchikov’s (2015) 
idea of ‘feel-trip’, I then explore the potential for 
activating affective learning through fieldwork 
experiences to develop reflective and critical 
skills that promote responsible and ethical 
engagement with social and ecological issues. 
I then investigate these possibilities through an 
examination of fieldwork described in a Victorian 
geography journal, Interaction over the past six 
years. In concluding, I recommend more active, 
embodied fieldwork experiences that go beyond 
taking photographs, drawing field sketches and 
answering pre-determined questions. Such 
fieldwork, I contend, is not only more appealing to 
students but also better supports them to develop 
deeper understandings of their world.

Fieldwork in the Curriculum
Fieldwork is defined in the Australian Curriculum 
(version 8.2) as “[a]ny activity involving 
observation and recording of information outside 

Field ‘Work’ Vs ‘Feel’ Trip: Approaches to 
Out –of-Class Experiences in Geography 
Education
Lou Preston
Senior Lecturer in Education at Deakin University, Waurn Ponds Campus, Geelong Victoria
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students to develop their understanding 
of the world through direct experience. 
(ACARA, 2016f) 

In the Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) 
fieldwork is mandated in Units 1, 2 and 3 and 
students are required to produce a fieldwork 
report following a set template for assessment in 
these units (VCAA, 2014).

In the State and National curriculum descriptions, 
specific approaches to geography fieldwork 
are not identified. However, an inquiry-based 
methodology is promoted in the aims of the 
Australian Geography curriculum and in the 
rationale of the Victorian Geography curriculum 
and, in the next section, I elaborate on this in 
relation to a spectrum of fieldwork approaches. 
Further on, I will also consider the implications 
of disembodied fieldwork methods, commonly 
cited in the curriculum through expressions such 
as “observation and recording of information” 
(ACARA, 2016b), and the obscurity of other more 
sensual ways of fieldwork learning. 

Fieldwork Approaches and Benefits
Job, Day, and Smyth (1999) from the United 
Kingdom describe five fieldwork strategies 
classified according the degree of student-
centredness. These include: traditional fieldwork 
(which is teacher-centred and students record 
answers to questions); hypothesis testing 
(students look for answers in the field to a 
problem previously identified or identified in 
the field); geographical inquiry (students ask 
geographical questions then gather, evaluate and 
apply data from the field); discovery fieldwork 
(students discover their own focus and the 
teacher assumes role of guide); and sensory 
fieldwork (students use all their senses to develop 
new sensitivities, sense of place and care of 
place). Oost, De Vries, and Van der Schee (2011) 
from the Netherlands use a similar typology – a 
sliding scale of teacher-led to more student-
centred approaches – to describe fieldwork 
changes over the past 50 years. At the traditional 
end, the teacher performs the role of provider of 
knowledge and the student is a passive consumer, 
while, at the other end, the student is an active 
inquiry-learner and the teacher is more like a 
coach (2011).

Marsh and Hart explain that geography fieldwork 
in the Australian context has “evolved from its 
traditional observation- and description-based 
origins to a diversity of learning and teaching 
processes” (2011, p. 269). They suggest that 
the shift from the traditional, passive Cook’s 
Tour of the 1950s to the current “focus on active 
learning” (p. 271) is part of a global trend “among 
the pedagogically responsive geographical 
community” (p. 272). These contemporary or 
progressive forms of fieldwork, they suggest, 

a classroom. It could be within the school 
grounds, around neighbouring areas or in more 
distant locations” (ACARA, 2016b). In version 
7.5 of the Australian Curriculum, the significance 
of direct experience in geography is emphasised 
and encouraged at all levels: “The curriculum 
should also provide opportunities for fieldwork 
at all stages, as this is an essential component 
of geographical learning” (ACARA, 2016c). 
Interestingly, this statement is not present in the 
latest version (version 8.2) of the curriculum 
and there is no direct reference to the term, 
fieldwork in the Foundation to Year 10 curriculum 
descriptions. However, there is potential for 
fieldwork through activities such as the collection 
of data and information “from observations” 
(Foundation to Year 4) (ACARA, 2016d) and from 
“primary sources” (Years 5–10) (ACARA, 2016d; 
2016e).

In the Victorian Curriculum, fieldwork is 
mentioned in the preamble to the geography 
curriculum (VCAA, 2016a) and specific reference 
is made to fieldwork in the Geographical Concepts 
and Skills strand through the content description: 
“Collect and record relevant geographical data 
and information from the field” for Foundation to 
Year 6 (VCAA 2016b). In the Victorian secondary 
curriculum, the language reverts to that used 
in the Australian Geography curriculum, where 
“from the field” is replaced with “from useful 
primary and secondary sources” (VCAA 2016b). 

While trained geographers would see opportunity 
for fieldwork in the above curriculum, the use of 
terms like ‘primary sources’ may limit opportunity 
for the untrained eye. And, given the reduction 
in the number of qualified secondary geography 
teachers (Kriewaldt, 2006), and the resultant lack 
of teacher confidence, expertise and awareness 
(Erebus International, 2008), non-explicit 
reference to fieldwork in the content descriptions 
may compromise the programming of out-of-
classroom experiences. This, together with cost 
barriers and competing time and curriculum 
demands, puts extra pressure on the conduct of 
fieldwork in schools (Casinader, 2016).

In the Australian Senior Secondary Geography 
curriculum specific reference is made to 
fieldwork: 

Students apply geographical inquiry 
through a more advanced study of 
geographical methods and skills in the 
senior years. They learn how to collect 
information from primary and secondary 
sources such as field observation and 
data collection, mapping, monitoring, 
remote sensing, case studies and reports. 
Fieldwork, in all its various forms, is 
central to such inquiries as it enables 
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provide opportunities for firsthand, holistic 
learning.

Oost, De Vries, and Van der Schee (2011) 
report that teaching strategies in fieldwork have 
developed in alignment with the growing interest 
more broadly in “making the learning process 
more enquiry driven” (p. 311). In Australia, 
inquiry-based education has long been argued 
as an effective means of assisting students to 
investigate and make meaning of their world 
as well as “engendering and embedding long-
term learning skills within students” (Casinader, 
2016, p. 6). This commitment to inquiry is 
especially evident in both the new Victorian and 
Australian Geography curriculum. For example, 
one of the five aims of the Australian Geography 
curriculum is “the capacity to be competent, 
critical and creative users of geographical 
inquiry methods and skills” (ACARA, 2016a). 
Inquiry-based learning for the Humanities and 
Social Sciences is defined as an approach to 
learning that “assists students to develop their 
capacity for self-management, directing their own 
learning and providing opportunities to express 
and reflect on their opinions, beliefs, values and 
questions appropriately” (ACARA, 2016g). The 
Victorian curriculum also promotes an inquiry 
approach and, in the Critical and Creative Thinking 
curriculum, a structure is provided for “inquiry-
based approaches to teaching” with the aim of 
“[h]elping students understand the fundamental 
role that questions and questioning play in 
enabling learning and developing a learning 
disposition is a necessary condition for deep 
learning” (VCAA, 2016d). In geography, this 
manifests in a “curriculum [that] teaches students 
to respond to questions in a geographically 
distinctive way, to collect, evaluate, analyse and 
interpret information, and suggest responses to 
what they have learned” (VCAA, 2016a). It follows 
that, if an inquiry-based learning approach is 
adopted in schools, then fieldwork would be a 
practical means of applying inquiry methods and 
skills. 

In education discourse, highlighted below through 
an examination of Australian humanities teaching 
textbooks, the synergy between fieldwork and 
inquiry is indeed highlighted. For example, 
Matthews and Cranby (2014, p. 237) depict 
fieldwork “as an indispensable opportunity 
to apply concepts and inquiry methodology 
in a practical and holistic manner in real 
environments”. Fieldwork, in this discourse, is 
portrayed as essential to geography education – 
as “intrinsic to the discipline as clinical practice 
is to medicine” (Marsh & Hart, 2011, p. 269) 
or “as the heart of geography” (Taylor, Boon, & 
Kriewaldt, 2012, p. 245). The benefits described 
are wide-ranging and include the development of 
skills in observation, data collection, analysing, 

research, and personal organisation (GTAV, 2003) 
as well as broader learning outcomes. Marsh 
and Hart, for example, describe the importance 
of “experiential, holistic learning” (2011, p. 
273) through fieldwork while Taylor, Boon, and 
Kriewaldt, (2012, pp. 258–259) suggest that it 
“serves to spark student interest and deepen their 
wonder and puzzlement, so that they become 
physically and emotionally connected to places 
and people and can thus develop ways to make 
sense of the world”. Reynolds (2012, p. 198) 
emphasises the sensory possibilities: “Fieldwork 
offers opportunity to engage all the senses – 
smell, hearing, sight, touch and even taste, which 
is a reason why it engages so well and is so 
powerful in students’ memories”. 

Fieldwork is thus recognised in this discourse 
as an integral and distinctive component of the 
discipline that provides an authentic context in 
which geographic inquiry skills can be developed, 
and knowledge, understandings and connections 
to places and people deepened. Also inherent, in 
some of the descriptions above, is the significance 
of fieldwork in developing emotional connections 
and sensory engagement with place(s) and, in the 
next section, I examine these ideas further.

Affect and Sensory Engagement
While there is a recognition of the importance of 
the affective and sensory responses to fieldwork, 
these claims are generally under-theorised in 
the literature. In this section, I draw on Oleg 
Golubchikov’s (2015) notion of feel-trip to explore 
the benefits of a more explicit focus on affective 
learning in geography. Feel-trip, Golubchikov 
suggests, is an “explicitly more-than-cognitive” 
conception of field-based teaching and learning; 
one that foregrounds emotional and sensory 
engagements in experiential learning experiences 
(p. 144). This conception, he argues, is important 
not only for “creating more stimulating learning 
conditions with lasting effects on students’ 
imaginaries and thinking but also for triggering 
reflective and critical skills for potentially a more 
responsible and ethical operation of knowledge” 
(p. 144). Golubchikov draws on Freire and Giroux 
to underscore the importance of pedagogies that 
provide opportunity for students to engage with 
political and moral issues and acquire the tools to 
enable them to become critical and participatory 
citizens. Geography, he suggests, has a unique 
opportunity to go beyond the instrumental or “the 
stylized knowledge of the classroom and explore 
the complexities, messiness and imperfections 
of the real world, while constructing important 
imaginary tools and skills for seeking social and 
spatial justice” (p. 144). Golubchikov proposes 
the term critical feel-trip to stimulate discussion 
about the possibilities when the experiential, 
affective and critical domains are explicitly 
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1993). Phillips (2015, p. 4) similarly critiques 
the dominance of the visual within geography 
and proposes that geographers experiment 
with “more-than-visual, differently visual and 
adventurous fieldwork methods”.

Elsewhere, I have articulated my own 
dissatisfaction with traditional methods of 
geographical fieldwork that support a detached 
view of phenomena (Preston, 2015a). What I 
describe as a clipboard mode of field work, these 
are primarily task-oriented experiences that favour 
observation of phenomena and the recording 
of information in response to predetermined 
questions. While I do not discount the value of 
such information gathering in terms of knowledge 
creation, I contend that “fieldwork which does 
not engage the affective domain represents a 
missed opportunity for deeper, more embodied 
engagement with place” (2015a, p. 45). Such 
engaged interactions, I argue, may assist 
participants to think differently about themselves 
and their surroundings (Preston, 2015a). This 
aim corresponds with Israel’s (2012) and 
Golubchikov’s (2015) support of a place-based 
framework that connects field experiences with 
critical (ethical) objectives and goes beyond 
simply learning about particular processes and 
phenomena. 

While Golubchikov’s (2015) and others’ 
research support the benefits of a more explicit 
engagement with the affective domain through 
geography fieldwork, there is still a dearth of 
research on the enactment of such fieldwork in 
the school context. In the following, I explain a 
study that helps address this gap.

Context and Methodology
This research examines the fieldwork activities 
described by teachers in a state-based geography 
journal over a six year period from 2010 to 
2016 (up until the submission of this article). 
The quarterly journal, Interaction, produced by 
the Geography Teachers’ Association of Victoria 
(GTAV) “provides information on the latest 
developments in geographical education, reviews, 
teaching strategies and fieldwork ideas” (GTAV, 
2016). It is aimed at primary and secondary 
geography teachers and the content of the journal 
is divided into sections related to geography news 
and views, VCE geography, Primary geography, 
ICT in geography, articles on lesson/unit plans, 
curriculum updates and ideas, book reviews, 
and fieldwork. For the purposes of this research, 
I examined the articles under the heading, 
Fieldwork except for two editions (Volume 41(1), 
2013 & Volume 44(1), 2016) that focused entirely 
on fieldwork and in which most sections, for 
example, VCE, ICT, and so forth had a fieldwork 
focus. 

activated through field-based studies. This triad, 
he argues, has the potential to make a significant 
contribution towards teaching for social 
transformation. This is an objective that coheres 
with the Australian (and Victorian) Geography 
curriculum’s aim to empower “students to 
shape change for a socially just and sustainable 
future” and to “[enable] students to question 
why the world is the way it is, and reflect on their 
relationships with and responsibilities for that 
world” (ACARA, 2016h). 

In response to Nairn’s (2005) caution that 
fieldtrips do not automatically result in critical 
learning and may in fact reinforce existing 
preconceptions, Golubchikov points to the 
importance of engaged fieldwork. While 
promoting independent learning, he stresses that 
this does not mean “a hands-off approach” (p. 
145) and engaged fieldwork aims to challenge 
students’ preconceptions. This involves structured 
pre-trip preparation, careful choice of location 
and guided reflection. Affect, he suggests, is an 
important component of engaged fieldwork and, 
following pedagogical traditions, he describes 
affective learning as “the learner’s growth  
. . . [through] the learner’s system of feelings, 
values, appreciation, motivations and attitudes” 
(p. 145). Golubchikov proposes a reciprocal 
relationship exists between affective and cognitive 
learning. This proposition is supported by other 
studies of fieldwork that connect enhanced 
affective responses to higher order thinking 
and thus deeper learning performance (see, 
for example, Boyle et al., 2007; Foskett, 1999; 
Fuller, et al., 2006; Hope, 2009; Hougie, 2010; 
Morris, 2010). There is also a body of literature 
that conceptualises learning as something that 
happens through the body as well as through 
interactions with others and the environment 
(Ellsworth, 2005; Nairn, 1999; Wattchow & 
Brown, 2011). Elizabeth Ellsworth (2005, p. 1), 
in her book, Places of learning, for example, 
describes the importance of “the embodied 
sensation of making sense, the lived experience 
of our learning selves that make the thing we call 
knowledge”. 

The feeling aspect of the thinking-feeling learning 
self (Ellsworth, 2005, p. 1), I argue, is not always 
underscored in geography education. And 
geography fieldwork is often viewed “primarily 
as a cognitive process of knowledge and skill 
acquisition” (Israel, 2012, p. 78). Nairn (1999) 
notes that geography fieldwork “tends to privilege 
the mind, the eyes, and the hands” (p. 272). She 
reports on geographers’ “penchant for distanced, 
analytical observation . . . in order to keep 
irrationality, emotion, and bodily complications 
out of the picture” (p. 273). This sort of (dis)
embodiment, she argues, privileges the visual 
[male] geographer (Nairn, 1999; see also Rose, 
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Given my interest in exploring how Victorian 
teachers enact fieldwork in schools in relation 
to current geography curriculum, I chose to 
focus my study on the articles produced by 
teachers. I, therefore, excluded in my analysis 
the fieldwork articles authored by people 
representing organisations, such as the Werribee 
Open Plains Zoo and State Library of Victoria. I 
also excluded extracurricular activities such as 
the fieldwork for Geography’s Big Week Out or 
fieldwork designed for participants at the annual 
conference. I acknowledge that these experiences 
could be adapted to school geography curriculum 
but my attention here is on the practices of 
current teachers delivering fieldwork for students 
undertaking geography in the existing curriculum.

In this study, I employ qualitative, content analysis 
methodology (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007) 
to examine fieldwork journal articles with two 
objectives in mind. First, I sought to categorise 
the fieldwork approaches according to Job, Day, 
and Smyth’s (1999) typology described above. 
The fivefold classification – traditional fieldwork, 
hypothesis testing, geographical inquiry, 
discovery fieldwork, and sensory fieldwork – was 
applied to descriptions of fieldwork in the journal 
to evaluate the level of student- versus teacher-
centredness. In this categorisation, there is a 
sliding scale of learner-focus whereby traditional 
fieldwork is viewed as mostly teacher-centred 
and discovery/sensory learning is deemed more 
student-centred (Oost, De Vries, & Van der Schee, 
2011). My second aim was to identify examples 
of where the affective and sensory domains were 
explicitly activated through field-based studies. 

In the following, I provide a table that 
summarises the fieldwork according to the level 
targeted, the location, descriptions of fieldwork 

activities, and the integration of fieldwork into 
the classroom curriculum. In the findings and 
discussion sections, I explore the types of 
fieldwork represented in the table and the level 
of commitment to stimulating an affective and/
or sensory engagement with people and places. 
Here, I take a critical perspective acknowledging 
the sociocultural context of school education 
(Freire, 1996; Giroux, 1988; McLaren, 1989). 
I recognise, that these documents are thus 
partially constructed and situated in, and shaped 
by, the wider social and political environment. I 
acknowledge, therefore, that an examination of 
the journal articles alone tells an incomplete story 
of the discipline today. Nevertheless, a critical 
perspective can reveal important assumptions 
and habits of practice embedded in the language 
of fieldwork. I use this analytical framework to 
examine not only the trends in fieldwork but, 
perhaps more interestingly, to reveal the gaps in 
fieldwork approaches and content. 

Findings
Table 1 summarises the fifteen fieldwork articles 
from 2010 to 2016 that meet the criteria explained 
above. In the next sections, I draw on this table 
to provide a summary of the fieldwork and an 
examination of these fieldwork exemplars in 
conversation with Job, Day, and Smyth’s (1999) 
typology and Golubchikov’s (2015) notion of feel-
trip.

Fieldwork summary
As shown in column 3, of the fifteen examples, 
eight addressed the VCE curriculum (Unit 1 = 
4, Unit 2 = 2 and Unit 3 = 1), six focused on the 
secondary Year 7–10 levels, and there was one 

Journal articles 
– numbering 
corresponds to text 
referencing

Title, Year Level, Place & Activities Pre- & Post-fieldwork activities

i) Jamieson 
(2016)

Bushfire hazards field trip to Marysville 
New VCE Unit 1 – Marysville & surrounds 3 sites. Inquiry question. Worksheet 
provided.
Site 1: Guest speakers: answer questions on impact of disaster; annotate 2 
maps.
Site 2: Complete questions on response & recovery.
Site 3: Answer questions on management of future bushfire hazards.

Pre – nature of bushfires, natural & 
cultural impacts, response & recovery, 
management techniques.

Post – research report.

ii) Cross (2016) A boat trip on the Yarra – an example of Geography fieldwork at Year 7
Year 7 – Yarra River 
Each group/class maps a different section of the river from a boat. Group 
themes: recreation facilities, land use, housing style, bridges, stormwater 
drains, areas of erosion or deposition, litter traps & litter. According to theme, 
students record evidence of use, interactions & impacts; complete a labelled 
cross-section of river; take photos.

Pre – not identified.

Post – production of an annotated wall 
map including data from each group; 
fieldwork report which requires analysis 
of collated data for the lower section of 
the river.

Table: 1 – Examples of fieldwork from Interaction 2010–2016
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Journal articles 
– numbering 
corresponds to text 
referencing

Title, Year Level, Place & Activities Pre- & Post-fieldwork activities

iii) Polatidis (2016) Changing the land – Tootgarook Wetland 
New VCE Unit 3 – Tootgarook Wetland 4 sites. Impact of land-use change
Site 1: Macro-invertebrate testing; vegetation quadrats; bird & frog 
observations; waterway health observations; discussion of bore water 
extraction.
Site 2: As above plus soil quality test; take photos. 
Site 3: Survey of land uses, bird & frog observations, take photos. 
Site 4: Walk & talk by property managers; core soil samples; field sketches; 
observations of waterway, frog, bird & marsupials; take photos.

Pre & Post – not identified.

iv) Rankin (2016) People are connected to many places 
Year 2 – Haining Farm 
Guided tour of farm to learn how milk gets from the farm to their fridge.
Quiet reflection & complete a field sketch. 

Pre – fieldwork within school & local 
park. 

Post – journey map drawing; class Big 
Book, fieldwork report. 

v) Girolami (2016) GPS fieldwork activities 
Years 9 & 10 – Wangaratta & Ovens River 
Year 9 Introduction to GPS on school oval. At Ovens River, use GPS units to 
locate land use, management techniques & resources & take photos. Mark in 
nesting boxes & take photos.
Year 10 Geocaching (find local caches & create their own) & then revisit site on 
Ovens River to use GPS to map vegetation types & take photos.

Year 9: Pre – practise using GPS units. 

Post – download information & link to 
photo.

Year 10: Pre – introduction to 
geocaching.

Post – publish images, location & 
description of types of vegetation on 
Google Map.

vi) Easton (2015) Docklands: an example of urban renewal 
VCE Unit 2 – Docklands, Melbourne 6 sites – Inquiry question. Worksheet 
provided.
Site 1: Bourke St Bridge; Site 2: 700 Bourke St; Site 3: Telstra Dome concourse; 
Site 4: Harbour Esplanade; Site 5: Docklands Park; Site 6: No. 2 Goods Shed.
Answer questions on change over time, ESD, current uses; take photos & 
notes; draw field sketch & label; record traffic data in table; draw cross-
sections. 

Pre – 6–8 lessons on change over time.

Post – fieldwork report.

vii) Liversidge & 
van Weringh 
(2015)

Year 8 Hanging Rock fieldwork 
Year 8 – Hanging Rock 5 sites. Worksheet provided.
At each of 4 sites: list natural & human features, list management techniques 
& purpose, photograph features, rank listed features/characteristics, draw 
annotated sketch maps. 
At Site 2: answer questions from information boards & copy diagrams on rock 
formation. 

Pre – not identified.

Post – fieldwork report: use information 
to answer questions about change over 
time.

viii) Boyle (2013) Coasts: Where the land joins the sea 
Year 9 – Torquay 4 sites. Hypothesis testing. Worksheet provided.
At each site, repeat activities: draw field sketch, record facilities, record wave 
frequency (fill in table), take photos, measure foreshore, mark features on map, 
answer questions.

Pre – not identified.

Post – complete fieldwork report as 
an annotated visual display to answer 
hypothesis. 

ix) Cross (2013) Coastal fieldwork – making the coast your classroom . . . 
VCE Unit 1– Coastal Melbourne, Mornington Peninsula, Bellarine Peninsula 
& Surf Coast 15 sites. Worksheet provided.
At each location, make observations, record information (on location, 
description, biosphere, hydrosphere, natural processes, features, management 
& evidence of change), annotate aerial photographs and maps & complete 
cross-sections.

Pre – not identified. 

Post – produce data booklet. Test on 
analysis of data. 

x) Blamey (2013) Unit 2 Fieldwork: Melbourne 
VCE Unit 2 – Melbourne – 3 sites: Chinatown, Parliament Gardens & 
Docklands Worksheet provided.
Site 1: Draw field sketches, answer questions on features, traffic & parking 
management, buildings & architecture, food centre, businesses; people survey; 
annotate map.
Site 2: Describe location & characteristics (list in table); annotate map; answer 
questions on parking, park use & management, spatial change; list uses of park 
in table. 
Site 3: Answer questions on physical environment, transport, civic art; people 
survey. 

Pre – development of Melbourne & 
Docklands over time, distribution of 
public transport, Yarra River uses, 
policies & concepts such as ESD.
Post – field report.
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Journal articles 
– numbering 
corresponds to text 
referencing

Title, Year Level, Place & Activities Pre- & Post-fieldwork activities

xi) Bourke (2013) Guidelines for developing the fieldwork for Unit 2, Human 
Environments 
VCE Unit 2 – Yarra Valley Bus trip 14 stops. Worksheet provided.
List agricultural activities; name mountain range; provide direction; describe 
landscape; take notes from Lavender Farm talk; take photos; fill out table on 
river (colour/clarity, depth/flow rate, state of bank, exotic plants, land use, 
recreation/tourism), take notes; survey community facilities; count types of 
shops; take photos of traffic congestion; Alpaca farm tour & answer questions 
on horticulture; answer questions from information boards (Domain Chandon); 
draw field sketch; count dams; complete survey & answer questions on traffic, 
shops, housing, shopping, playground; survey people. 

Post – Create a visual diary and 
complete 2 open book tests.

xii) Jones (2011) How and why do the geographic characteristics of rivers vary? 
VCE Unit 1 – Student choice (Distance Education) Inquiry question. Worksheet 
provided.
Data collection – tick a box & short answers related to: location & description 
of river, surrounding land use, water quality, pollution, stream habitat, flora & 
fauna, impact of human activity; field sketch & photos; river velocity & depth 
calculations; draw cross-section. 

Pre – materials on natural processes & 
characteristics of rivers; stream habitat, 
assessment & velocity, discharge & 
cross-section measurements.
Post – Fieldwork presentation. 

xiii) Brasier (2011) Fieldwork in the Otway Ranges 
VCE Unit 1 – Great Otway National Park 6 sites. Worksheet provided.
Site 1: Answer questions related to characteristics of forest, management, 
human & natural changes; complete quadrant survey of section of forest; 
sketch tree.
Site 2: Answer questions on: Source of water & natural features; take photos; 
quadrant survey; identify & explain changes & management policies and 
strategies.
Site 3: Answer questions related to species, regeneration process; quadrant 
survey.
Site 4: Answer questions from display boards related to types & characteristics 
of rainforests, management policies/strategies; field sketch.
Sites 5 & 6: Answer questions related to water supply & forests.

Pre – class work on characteristics of 
forests.
Post – Fieldwork report completed 
under test conditions.

xiv) Griffiths & 
Chadzynski 
(2011)

Bushfire fieldwork in the Dandenong Ranges 
No level identified – Upper Ferntree Gully–Dandenong Ranges NP Worksheet 
provided.
Introductory talk then 3 groups rotate through activities A, B & C:
A: Bushfire survival: fire scenario – students decide where they will shelter & 
why. 
B: Answer questions on fire impact; field sketches.
C: Complete Fire Hazard rating table for 3 sites & answer question.
D: Complete house surveys, rate bushfire safety & answer questions.

Pre – class activities on fire risk, factors 
influencing spread of fire, types of fire, 
fire danger index, fire intensity and 
behaviour.
Post – write up fieldwork according to 
set template and questions.

xv) Miles (2010) Endangered species – protecting biodiversity 
Year 7 – Melbourne Zoo Worksheet provided.
Complete a worksheet: Tick off endangered species in a table, locate on a 
world map, fill in a table (species, habitat, location, status, reason for being 
endangered). Answer questions. 

Pre – introduction to habitat & species 
distribution. Individual research.
Post – complete a field report / poster.

example from the primary level (Year 2).2 It is 
unsurprising that VCE fieldwork has the highest 
frequency given fieldwork has been mandated 
for Units 1, 2 and 3 in the previous and current 
versions of the VCE Geography study guides 
(VCAA, 2005; 2014). Nor is it surprising that the 
representation of fieldwork in the primary sector 
is low. Elsewhere, I have reported the lack of 
specialist geography training in primary teachers 
and the resultant narrow conceptions and practice 
of geography (Preston, 2014; 2015b). 

While most fieldwork experiences explored 
the interactions between human and natural 

environments, locations tended to be more 
natural, comprising rivers (3), coasts (2), 
forests (4), and a wetland (1). The remainder of 
the fieldtrips focused on human environments 
including Melbourne/Docklands (2), Yarra Valley 
(1), Melbourne Zoo (1) and a farm (1). The type 
of environment chosen is generally curriculum 
driven; for example, in the pre-2016 iteration 
of VCE Geography curriculum, Unit 1 focused 
on Natural Environments and Unit 2, Human 
Environments (VCAA, 2005). However, the choice 
of specific location is usually a teacher and/or 
school decision. The focus on more natural areas 
is also perhaps an endeavour by teachers to use 
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perceptions” (1999, p. 15). On the other hand, 
inquiry-based fieldwork, they contend, is a more 
student-centred approach “where small groups 
of students are able to work semi-independently, 
with each group contributing information to a 
broader picture” (p. 16). Job, Day, and Smyth 
suggest that inquiry-based fieldwork lends 
itself to local place study “where the issues and 
problems investigated have local immediacy [and] 
students can apply their findings to personal 
decision-making” (p. 15). Given this definition, the 
examples in this sample that were described as 
inquiry-based or included inquiry questions, (see, 
for example, Table 1, Nos. i, vi & xii) had more in 
common with the descriptions, and the example 
(see Table 1, No. viii), of hypothesis testing. There 
is little evidence to suggest that students had had 
involvement in developing inquiry field questions 
or influence over the structure and content of 
the fieldwork. I feel that the fieldwork in these 
instances missed the opportunity for enrichment 
based on student input. 

In the fieldwork examples, students are never 
wholly passive observers; however, many of 
the tasks, such as recording answers to pre-
determined questions, field sketching and 
photography, support a detached view of place 
(Nairn, 1996; 1999). Some activities, such as 
copying diagrams and answering questions 
based on information provided on a display 
board (see, for example, Table 1, Nos. vii & xiii), 
also reflect a tendency to replicate traditional 
classroom pedagogies based on structure, 
control and transmission. These activities could 
be viewed as examples of what Nairn describes 
as “disembodied fieldwork” (1996, p. 89) where 
participants are able to complete tasks without 
physically engaging with a place, like “observing 
the landscape from a hilltop” (1996, p. 89).

Two of the fieldwork examples in Table 1, could 
be described as a version of a Cook’s Tour – 
an approach that combines “‘look-see’ and 
experiential fieldwork” (Fuller & France, 2015, 
p. 159). While more involving than a traditional 
Cook’s Tour, both examples appear to have long 
periods of bus travel and a high number of short 
stops that limit the amount of interaction with 
sites. In making this observation, I am keenly 
aware that such trips are often borne from the 
constraints within which teachers must work in 
designing such opportunities. I also recognise 
that even getting students on such tours takes 
an enormous amount of work by teachers. 
One reading of such tours is that teachers are 
designing them in an attempt to squeeze the 
most out of the activity. For example, the Yarra 
Valley day trip (Table 1, No. xi) includes fourteen 
stops and involves time efficient activities such 
as recording information from the bus window 
and taking photographs. The two-day VCE coastal 

less familiar, out-of-the-ordinary locations that are 
potentially more engaging for students. 

From column 4 in Table 1, it is evident that for the 
most part, fieldwork is integrated into geography 
curriculum and has strong links to pre- and 
post-classroom activities. Nine of the examples 
provided clear explanations of pre-trip activities 
which aimed to prepare students for the fieldwork. 
I cannot assume, for those who did not provide 
pre-trip details, that preparation was lacking. It 
may be that, for the sake of article succinctness, 
the author(s) deliberately focused the text on the 
fieldtrip. With the exception of one, all articles 
identified post-trip tasks and most of these were 
in the form of a fieldwork report. One of the 
teachers, Blamey (2013, p. 31) states: “I feel it 
is important that students do not see fieldwork 
as a stand-alone activity, but instead view it as 
an integral and integrated part of the Geography 
curriculum” and it seems this is a common view 
held by teachers who presented fieldwork for the 
journal.

Approaches to Fieldwork
From the activities listed in column 3 in the table, 
it is clear that most fieldwork activities centred 
on structured tasks such as students completing 
answers to pre-determined questions. In fact, 
nearly three quarters of the fieldwork articles 
provided worksheets with set questions, specified 
activities and often blank spaces to fill. There is 
nothing inherently wrong with such fieldwork; 
it serves an important purpose in terms of 
“collect[ing] and record[ing] relevant geographical 
data and information from the field” (VCAA, 
2016b). It is what I describe as a clipboard style 
of fieldwork and a popular pedagogical strategy 
to keep students focused and mentally engaged. 
This is common, particularly in senior geography, 
where there are pre-determined outcomes that 
are tied to assessment tasks. Often within tight 
timeframes, teachers need to maximise the 
opportunities for students to gain the fieldwork 
data required to fulfil learning outcomes specified 
in study designs. In relation to Job, Day, and 
Smyth’s (1999) typology, this type of fieldwork 
is located in descriptions that are more teacher-
centred than student-centred. 

While I stress that this approach to fieldwork is 
not wrong, neither does it align with student-led, 
inquiry approaches described in the literature. 
While some teachers described their fieldwork as 
inquiry-based and/or included inquiry questions, 
the structure of the field tasks was often more 
aligned with Job, Day, and Smyth’s description 
of hypothesis testing. Such fieldwork, according 
to Job, Day, and Smyth, is rigid with the focus of 
studies “pre-determined by teachers rather than 
arising from students’ own field experiences and 
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fieldtrip (Table 1, No. ix), includes fifteen site 
stops and extends from Melbourne beaches, to 
the Mornington Peninsula, then across to the 
Bellarine Peninsula to finish at the Surf Coast. 
At each site, students repeat activities such as 
observation, recording information, annotating 
aerial photographs and maps, and completing 
cross-sections. Some geographers, for example, 
Fuller and France (2015), argue there is still a 
place for such fieldwork (especially given, in the 
case above, the regional focus of the Yarra Valley 
fieldtrip). In this paper, I am arguing that more 
time at fewer sites might promote more in-depth 
study fostering greater student engagement with 
place and enhanced learning.

It is evident that for many of these field trips, the 
teacher directs student learning and sometimes 
takes the role of information provider. For 
example, when discussing size of groups for the 
Melbourne fieldtrip (Table 1, No. x) the teacher 
says, “[T]he way I present my walking tour of 
Chinatown, the students need to be able to hear 
and participate in discussions” (Blamey, 2013, p. 
29). She recognises that this is a didactic teaching 
style but, in this VCE fieldtrip, she also provides 
opportunity for a more student-led exploration of 
the final site. She comments: 

As students build their confidence 
throughout the day the fieldwork 
changes from being teacher-centred 
to student-centred. By the end of the 
day at Docklands, students are more 
autonomous, completing much more self-
led exploration of the region to determine 
how it is being used and to develop 
their own perceptions of space. of space 
(Blamey, 2013, p.30).

Such opportunities for self-led exploration 
are not common (or obvious) in the fieldwork 
descriptions listed in Table 1. However, there are 
a few exceptions and, in the following section, 
I explore examples that I consider to be located 
towards the student-centred end of the spectrum.

Discovery and sensory learning through 
fieldwork
The most notable field experiences in terms 
of student autonomy and/or engagement with 
place are the Year 2 Haining Farm excursion 
(Table 1; No. iv), the Year 9/10 Ovens River 
GPS fieldwork (Table 1; No. v) and aspects of 
the VCE Melbourne fieldwork (Table 1; No. x) 
described above. It is pertinent to note that both 
the Haining Farm and the GPS fieldwork received 
fieldwork awards at GTAV Annual Conferences. 
The Haining Farm fieldwork is an example of a 
more embodied engagement with place. In the 
pre-trip preparation students visit a local park 

and are encouraged to engage their senses “to 
pay attention when they felt their feet going down 
a hill or around a corner” (Rankin, 2016, p. 26). 
During the fieldwork there is time set aside for 
quiet reflection in which students record their 
interpretations in relation to sight, smell, sound 
and touch. To complete a field sketch, students 
are encouraged to use a range of natural materials 
such as grass rubbings, as well as pencils. This 
fieldwork’s focus on connections to place meets 
Job, Day, and Smyth’s classification for sensory 
fieldwork where the aim is often about “re-
establishing the somewhat fractured connections 
between people and nature” (1999, p. 16). Even 
at this young age, there is a critical emphasis on 
environmental change and students develop an 
awareness of different connections to place. For 
example, in a post-excursion reflection, a Year 2 
student comments:

The farmer’s connection to the ngurra2 is 
different to people in urban areas. I think 
we should look after the environment 
because if we don’t we wouldn’t be here 
today. We wouldn’t be here because we 
wouldn’t have our daily beverages and 
food a day, and trees produce oxygen that 
we need to breathe (Rankin, 2016, p. 28).

The Melbourne fieldwork (Table 1, No. x) 
provides examples of opportunities for affective 
engagement. For instance, students are asked 
to describe their impressions of laneways 
and how they would feel walking down these 
during the day, at night, in company and alone. 
While arguably such pointed questioning might 
reinforce preconceptions of laneways as places 
to fear, there is at least an attempt to procure 
an emotional response. Students’ imaginations 
might also be engaged when asked to envision 
future uses of spaces in the Docklands’ precinct. 
However, the affective component of the fieldwork 
is nominal and, interestingly, the teacher 
acknowledges that such engagement could be 
viewed superfluous to the real work of geography 
fieldwork:

I also ask them to consider more 
unconventional and arguably “unessential” 
elements of the urban environment. For 
example, I chose to incorporate a section 
on civic art in Docklands as I believe 
this is an interesting element of the 
built environment, often overlooked in 
geographical studies which tend to focus 
on “functional” elements (Blamey, 2013, 
p. 29).

The Year 9/10 GPS fieldwork is also an example 
that stands out as providing students with 
opportunities to both engage with place and 
become more autonomous learners. Students use 
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learning experiences, and, as Golubchikov 
argues, might trigger skills for “potentially a more 
responsible and ethical operation of knowledge” 
(2015, p. 144).

Another possibility for focused attention on an 
affective response to field experience is apparent 
in the Docklands excursion (Table 1, No. vi). 
Concepts of sustainability have been cleverly 
incorporated into the change over time focus of 
this fieldwork and the worksheet activities would 
be effective in directing students’ attention to 
the application of sustainable design principles, 
for example, through a visit to the National 
Australia Bank (NAB) building. The worksheet 
seeks responses that focus on the objective, 
technical merits of sustainability, for example, 
how the NAB building rates in relation to heating, 
cooling, waste, and so forth. Such activities are 
important but the fieldwork could also incorporate 
a more affective dimension by inviting students 
to consider the aesthetic qualities of, or students’ 
emotional response to, the building design. The 
instrumental approach allows students to record 
measurable outcomes which clearly indicate 
their understanding of geographical concepts. 
However, when this is the only focus of the 
fieldwork, students don’t have the opportunity to 
engage with what Golubchikov would characterise 
as critical responses which incorporates affective 
learning.

Limitations
Clearly, given the small number of fieldwork 
examples, confined to one Australian state, and 
the limitations of content analysis described 
above, care must be taken interpreting 
these results. It is emphasised that written 
descriptions of fieldwork can provide only a 
partial representation of experiential learning 
events. What the articles do not portray are the 
serendipitous teaching moments afforded by 
being in a place and/or the conversations and 
reflections that occur post-trip. I should also 
point out that, while there may not be a deliberate 
attempt to seek an emotional response, affect 
and sensory engagement are, of course, always 
present in a fieldtrip as they are in everyday life. 
Students participating in these experiences may 
have experienced transformative outcomes.

Another limitation of my analysis is the use 
of typologies to compartmentalise fieldwork. 
In practice, the categories are rarely discrete 
and the fieldwork examples in this study 
seldom completely comply with Job, Day, and 
Smyth’s (1999) descriptions of each category. 
For example, the fieldwork that I describe as 
discovery learning (Table 1, No. v) is not “wholly 
open-ended” as Job, Day, and Smyth (p. 16) 
define, but it does incorporate some elements of 

new technologies to explore environmental action 
and issues in the local area. They revisit local sites 
within the same year and from one year to the 
next and this not only increases connections to 
place but the familiarity permits more freedom, 
exploration and independent learning. There 
seems less a focus on prediction and control 
over learning and more on self-directed, playful 
learning through activities such as geocaching 
and using GPS devices to locate and map nesting 
boxes, revegetation sites and vegetation types in 
order to record change over time. It is apposite to 
note that the teacher responsible for this fieldwork 
is an outdoor education and geography teacher 
and possibly well versed in the facilitation, and 
benefits, of experiential learning. In the teacher’s 
biography, he describes a commitment to “. . . 
developing innovative lessons that can engage 
students with the world around them” (Girolami, 
2016, p. 31). 

Enhancing affective engagement
Activities that deliberately promote independent 
exploration, and affective, multi-sensory 
engagement and/or the use of new technologies 
represent an important development in 
scholarship on fieldwork experiences. 
Consequently, practising teachers are unlikely to 
have been introduced explicitly to this style of 
fieldwork. It is, therefore, entirely understandable 
that I was able to find few examples of this 
approach in the fieldwork practice reviewed for 
this article. For example, the teachers, describing 
the aims of the Dandenongs bushfire fieldwork 
(Table 1, No. xiv), note: “Our focus is also on 
the mechanics of fire and fire risk assessment 
based on objective data collection which removes 
it from the emotional/personal impact of more 
recent fires in areas close to our school” (Griffiths 
& Chadzynski, 2011, p. 30). This approach is 
endeavouring to be empathetic towards students’ 
possible trauma by taking an objective perspective 
and deliberately discouraging emotional 
engagement. However, the teaching and learning 
resources for Bushfire Education produced by the 
Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority, 
suggests the possibility for another approach. It 
states:

Students will be prompted to consider the 
importance of thinking and talking about 
the feelings experienced by people who 
have lived through a significant bushfire 
event. They will explore some of the 
strategies people have used to cope and 
come to terms with their feelings after a 
traumatic bushfire event (VCAA, 2016c).

Providing opportunities for students to express 
and discuss feelings related to events and places 
helps foreground emotional engagements in 
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discovery learning in that the teacher assumes 
the role of “animateur, allowing the group to 
follow its own route through the landscape” and 
encourages “self-confidence and self-motivation 
by putting students in control of their learning” 
(p. 14). As mentioned above, there are also some 
commonalities between what teachers describe 
as inquiry-based fieldwork and Job, Day, and 
Smyth’s description of hypothesis testing.

The scope of this paper has not permitted a close 
examination of the triadic relations of experiential, 
affective and critical learning as outlined by 
Golubchikov (2015). Analysis has focused on 
the provision of opportunities for embodied 
engagement with, and affective response to, 
field sites. However, some preliminary analysis 
suggests that the critical component of the triad 
is also not well represented in the sample. While 
most fieldwork sought to study interactions 
between humans and the natural world, there 
appears to be little explicit opportunity (at least 
on location) for “students to question why 
the world is the way it is, and reflect on their 
relationships with and responsibilities for that 
world” in order “to shape change for a socially 
just and sustainable future” (ACARA, 2016h). 
The interdependencies of critical and affective 
domains demand closer scrutiny and will be the 
focus of a forthcoming paper.

Discussion and Conclusion
Each of the fieldwork examples in this study 
provide sound opportunities for the acquisition 
of important intellectual knowledge and skills in 
geography. However, the approaches to fieldwork, 
unsurprisingly, don’t reflect recent shifts in 
geographical thinking indicated in the literature. 
The discourse of geography fieldwork in Australia 
claims that there has been a movement away from 
traditional, teacher-centred approaches towards 
student-centered, inquiry-driven experiences that 
actively engage the senses. The sample examined 
in this study suggests there is a rhetoric-reality 
gap. Geography education in schools, it seems, 
has not yet challenged “those assumptions 
and practices whose histories have privileged 
language over sensation, objects of experience 
over subjects of experience, the rational over the 
affective, and knowledge as a tool for prediction 
and control over learning as play and pleasure” 
(Ellsworth, 2005, p. 2). 

I argue that a fresh perspective on the experience 
of fieldwork is needed to foreground the 
importance of the body, emotion, and subjectivity 
in making sense of our world. Geography 
is in a uniquely privileged position in that 
experiencing the world firsthand is an accepted 
part of geography practice (at least in secondary 
geography education). However, transporting 

in-side pedagogies based around structure, 
prediction and control to the outside classrooms 
thwart opportunities for creativity, autonomy, 
curiosity, and a more embodied engagement 
with social and physical environments. I support 
Nairn’s contention that we could do well to 
de-emphasise the visual “so that all senses 
might be relied on in the process of gaining 
geographical knowledge” (Nairn, 1999, p. 281). 
As a geographer, who later qualified as an outdoor 
educator, I believe adventure and play are also 
powerful learning tools and there is nothing 
quite like experiencing the embodied sensation 
of natural processes at work. Such experiences 
might include, for example, having your canoe 
deposited on a sandbar on the inside bend of 
a river, feeling the energy of waves as your 
surfboard is taken, or sensing topography through 
your body while orienteering. Following Phillips 
(2012, p. 84), I believe, “fieldwork can bring 
excitement and enchantment, independence and 
responsibility to learning experiences and cultivate 
a sense of wonder and adventure”. However, 
this heightened engagement is more difficult to 
achieve through transmissive modes of teaching 
where students trail behind the teacher, ‘fill in the 
blanks’ on their worksheets and passively absorb 
pre-determined knowledge. 

Of course, not everyone has access to the skills or 
training required to safely facilitate adventurous 
field activities (like canoeing, surfing and 
bushwalking) or the desire or opportunity (given 
the competing time and curriculum demands) 
for extended periods in outdoor environments. 
However, there are other ways of being 
adventurous, and inciting affective responses to 
places might simply require a reframing of current 
fieldwork sites and activities. As Golubchikov 
(2015) states:

The sites and places that are (planned 
to be) visited, whether “mundane” or 
“extraordinary”, can be thought through 
their possible registry in the affective 
domain including, for example, how 
they can invoke or provoke particular 
feelings and emotions (i.e. surprise, 
compassion, fear and prejudices) and 
sensitivities (i.e. being in place or out of 
place, inclusion or exclusion, aesthetic or 
disharmony, comfort or discomfort) and, 
more importantly, how these affective 
connections can matter for critical 
imaginaries. (p. 155)

We might, for example, re-think urban fieldwork 
(such as the VCE Melbourne fieldtrip examples 
in this study) in ways that resist the temptation 
to rely on formulaic questions, pre-specified 
stops or traditional “disembodied” activities 
such as “surveying landuse in an urban area” 
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(Nairn, 1996, p. 89). We might, instead, facilitate 
a Melbourne-based field experience through a 
sensory approach that explicitly seeks to provoke 
particular feelings, emotions and sensitivities. 
This might take the form of a study of change over 
time incorporating diverse, current and emergent 
uses of Melbourne’s laneways. The challenge 
might be for small groups of students to generate 
their own inquiry question, then devise a suitable 
route through laneways and ways of recording 
that afford the most varied, sensory experiences 
and creative representations. Instead of the 
usual written field report, replete with annotated 
diagrams, tables and graphs, students might 
be encouraged to engage in media that helps 
them express and represent the smells, sights, 
sounds and feelings of the different laneways, 
for example: as lively sites for alfresco dining – 
as noisy venues for live music – as congested 
thoroughfares for pedestrians – as places for high 
end fashion boutiques or quirky retail stores – as 
dark places to sleep rough – as creative spaces 
(or places of protest/vandalism, depending 
on your disposition) for graffiti, stencilling, 
projections and/or muralling – as active spaces 
for parkour, freerunning or skateboarding – as 
hidden places for heroin injecting – as dangerous 
places for muggings and/or assault, or – as 
productive spaces for recycling, dumpster diving 
or guerrilla gardening. Students might pass by 
laneways (in the daylight) where they can imagine 
these things occurring (perhaps after dark). 
Following Golubchikov’s (2015) call for critical, 
engaged fieldwork, an appropriate focus might be 
on the consideration of laneways, and who and 
what occupies them, in terms of “being in place 
or out of place, inclusion or exclusion, aesthetic 
or disharmony, comfort or discomfort” (p. 155). 
Such an emphasis might draw students’ attention 
to bigger issues of social and spatial inequalities 
and offer experiences of being in relation to one’s 
self, others and the world. Knowledge in such 
fieldwork pedagogy might be conceived, not as 
something “taught and used as a thing made” 
(Ellsworth, 2005, p. 1) but, as “knowledge in 
the making” and “continuously evolving through 
our understanding of the world and our bodies’ 
experience of and participation in that world” 
(p. 1). This type of fieldwork takes students to 
less predictable places and spaces, and learning 
outcomes are less certain or verifiable; however, 
such experiences may also better represent the 
complexities and messiness of the real world 
(Golubchikov, 2015).
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Abstract

This article examines various meanings of 
the term landscape. It advocates a deep 
engagement with the concept to enable high 
school students to carry out a range of thought-
provoking geographical inquiries. Each aspect 
of the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and 
Reporting Authority’s definition of landscape, 
shown below, is examined by reference to more 
one-dimensional ideas of landscape such as 
“the visible features of the surface of the earth” 
to the more complex ideas expressed in critical 
geographies. 

Landscape 

Visible appearance of an area, created 
by a combination of geological, 
geomorphological, biological and cultural 
layers that have evolved over time, and as 
perceived, portrayed and valued by people. 
A geomorphic landscape is the landscape 
without the biological and cultural layers 
(ACARA Glossary, n.d.)

Experiencing landscape

Geography teachers are rightly preoccupied with 
the agency of students, with young people’s 
multiple ways of experiencing and seeing the 
landscape. But if the teacher’s aim is to extend 
and enrich students’ knowledge of the world then 
landscape, as an essential threshold concept, 
needs to be explored in more detail. A threshold 
concept opens up new ways of thinking. It 
unearths many different viewpoints on the 
concept (Brooks, 2013, p. 85). Students need to 
be familiar with the key geographical concepts 
and ideas: the grammar of geography (Lambert, 
2011); the specialised knowledge produced within 
disciplinary communities (Maude, 2016); as well 
as the ability to think geographically (Morgan, 
2013). These new understandings enable students 
to carry out a range of thought-provoking 
geographical inquiries, experience fieldwork with 
renewed enthusiasm, and perhaps be persuaded 
to turn to the more sensory and evocative sources 
of paintings, poems, novels, folk tales, music, film 
and song that also portray landscape.

The visual appearance of an area
Landscape is often referred to as one of the 
central concepts of Geography, one that has 
long engaged many geographers (Coones, 
1992; Cresswell, 2013; Gray, 2009; Gregory, 
1994; Holt-Jensen, 2009; Matthews & Herbert, 
2008; McDowell, 1994; Minca, 2013; Mitchell, 
2005; Morin, 2009; Olwig, 2012; Wylie, 2007). 
The concept is as old as geography is itself. 
Bonnett (2008, p. 7) revealed that some of oldest 
literature in the Western canon were exploration 
geographies of landscape – i.e. Ulysses’ ten year 
trip home to Ithaca in The Odyssey. In more 
common usage, landscape refers to a rural scene, 
particularly one that is understood or perceived 
from a single vantage spot. Landscape is often 
conflated with landscape painting or landscape 
gardening. Wylie (2007, p. 7) explains that UK 
geography graduates associate the term with a 
picture or painting whereas US students were 
more prone to think of “land-shaping activities” 
such as gardening or architecture.

To Humboldt (1814, cited in Tress, Tress, Fry, & 
Opdam, 2006, p. 29), landscape is concerned 
about the total character of a region of the 
Earth. In this way, the concept landscape “is 
transformed, for the first time, from an aesthetic 
to a scientific concept” (Minca, 2013, p. 57). 
However, landscape is still very much concerned 
with the visual appearance of an area. Indeed, 
Gregory (1994, p. 16) explains how the origins 
of geography in classical antiquity were closely 
identified with visual practices of cartography 
and geometry: particular “ways of seeing” the 
landscape (Berger, 1972). French geographers, 
such as Vidal de la Blache (1922, 1926), 
emphasised the ways in which local communities 
organised the landscape, with the landscape 
itself being that part of the country that the eye 
embraces (Gregory, 1994, p. 39; Mitchell, 2000, 
p. 223). Envisioning the landscape was pivotal 
to humanistic geography in, for example, a 
love of landscape in Topophilia (Tuan, 1974) or 
experiencing landscape through The beholding 
eye (Meinig, 1979). Meinig demonstrated how 
ten different people could see the same landscape 
in essentially different ways. Moreover, some 
notable cultural geographers have promoted 
geography as a highly visual discipline (Cosgrove 
& Daniels, 1988; Cosgrove, 2008). 

Landscapes Both Invite and Defy Definition
Nick Hutchinson
Retired geography educator
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sediments, physical processes and landforms. 
The trees, shrubs and grasses, the wildlife 
habitats and various ecosystems overlie this layer. 
The final layer consists of the built environment, 
the agricultural modifications, as well as historical 
modifications and human experiences of 
landscape. 

A scientific definition of landscape maintains, 
“landscape comprises the visible features of an 
area of land, including physical elements such as 
landforms, soils, plants and animals, the weather 
conditions, and it also includes any human 
elements, such as the presence of agriculture 
or the built environment” (Gregory, Simmons, 
Brazel, Day, Keller, Sylvester, & Yáñez-Arancibia, 
2009). 

Many geography teachers would accept the 
empiricist assumption that the world exists 
independently of the human subject (Morgan, 
2013, p. 276) and that students are encouraged 
to experience the landscape “through the soles 
of their boots”. The meanings of landscapes are 
there to be revealed by careful observation and 
study. This is an objective view of landscape, 
where there is an ideal correspondence between 
the world and its image (Cosgrove, 1999, 
p. 3). This is a way of seeing and knowing 
that distances itself from subjective views of 
landscape. It assumes that landscapes can be 
consumed and understood from a prominent 
vantage point, in effect, a god-like view from 
nowhere.

Perception of landscapes
This view of landscape becomes more 
complicated when particular features are carefully 
selected for study and where other details are 
omitted or obliterated from view. The cultural 
layers are particularly pertinent here. 

Postmodern geographer Soja, paraphrases Marx: 

We make our own history and geography, 
but not just as we please; we do not 
make them under circumstances chosen 
by ourselves, but under circumstances 
directly encountered, given and 
transmitted from the historical geographies 
produced in the past (1989, p. 129). 

An unpacking of these circumstances has allowed 
geographers to focus on class struggles operating 
within the landscape as well as those connected 
with race, ethnicity, gender and sexuality. 

Mitchell maintains that we can see this idea of 
landscape, as a ‘vortex’ within which swirl all 
manner of contests – between classes, over 
gender structures, around issues of race and 

This sense of the ocular was seen in the New 
South Wales Geography syllabuses (1966) at 
advanced, ordinary and modified levels, where 
the landscape was simply defined by a geography 
teacher as “the visible features of the surface of 
the earth”(Biddle & Shortle, 1969, p. 40). Another 
teacher even alluded to the painterly nature of 
landscape where the term “can be related to the 
pupil’s art work and develops naturally into work 
field sketches”(p. 55). 

Almost 60 years ago, the President of the UK 
Geographical Association could happily assert 
that landscape meant “the surface of the earth 
with all the things we see in it” (Bryan, 1958, 
p. 1). Humanistic geographer Relph (1981, p. 
22) regarded the landscape as “anything I see 
and sense when I am out of doors”. Cultural 
geographer Sauer (1963, p. 393 [1925]) explained 
what he meant by “the ‘morphological eye’, 
a spontaneous and critical visual attention to 
form and pattern” where “geography is always a 
reading of the face of the earth.” 

Geography teachers have long been cognisant 
of the visual affordances of landscape with the 
promotion of line drawings of landscapes and 
the annotation of landscape photographs, to see 
patterns, recognise interconnections and, more 
generally, exercise the geographical imagination. 
The second clause in the definition of landscape, 
presented in the ACARA glossary, provides a 
specific methodology, an evolutionary view of 
landscape, a palimpsest, and an imbrication of 
layers that inform fundamental geographical 
thinking.

A series of layers
Landscapes created by a combination of 
geological, geomorphological, biological and 
cultural layers that have evolved over time 
appears to be a straightforward idea. Nonetheless, 
it is a rather deterministic one. Geology, the 
earth’s internal structure and composition, its 
dynamics, from plate tectonics to vulcanism, 
clearly affects the face of the earth. Geomorphic 
landscapes are also relatively easy to comprehend 
where landscapes consist of assemblages of 
fluvial, hillslope, lacustrine, coastal and tectonic 
features and elements. A physical geography 
text by Gallagher and Peterson (1987, p. 3) 
then describes landscapes as being made up 
of different combinations of landforms with 
the science that studies landforms called 
geomorphology.

Gray (2009), a physical geographer, would go 
further with his construct of landscapes. He 
divides landscapes into three primary layers each 
made up of a number of components. At the 
base is the physical layer consisting rocks, soils, 
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ethnicity, over meaning and representation, and 
over built form and social use (2000, p. 139). 

There are many different avenues opened here 
for classroom study of the various struggles 
over landscape. In academic geography, Duncan 
and Duncan (2003) studied the manicured 
landscape of a New York suburb to illustrate that 
this landscape carried markers of inclusion (of 
Anglo Americans) and exclusion (ever-present 
labouring Latino Americans). Sibley (1995, p. 
108) demonstrated how Romany people were 
portrayed as a “polluting presence” in the English 
countryside because of the assumption that the 
landscape belonged to the privileged.

There are, of course, a number of different 
ways in which landscape is used within and 
outside geography. The adjectival landscapes 
can be never-ending from political landscapes, 
literary and media landscapes and even to the 
landscapes of the urinary tract. As a catchall term 
in geography, there are geomorphic landscapes, 
landscapes of consumption, landscapes as 
spectacle, landscapes as theatre or stage sets, 
landscapes as texts, vernacular landscapes, 
postmodern landscapes, as well as the materiality 
of landscape and embodied acts of landscaping.

Head (1993) brought together perspectives from 
both physical and cultural geography to examine 
prehistoric cultural landscapes in Australia. Head 
structured her observation around four themes:

• landscape as transformed by human action;
• landscape as a social expression, landscape as 

structured by the needs of the social system;
• symbolic and textual readings looking at the 

ways Aboriginal people read the landscapes;
• contestation of landscape images, e.g. 

wilderness vs. home for Aboriginal people 
for thousands of generations, World Heritage 
vs. Aboriginal Land, the Dreaming vs. the 
“scientific” story of Australia’s past.

Gosden and Head (1994) sought to introduce 
the term “social landscape” to archaeologists 
in order to open up their ways of thinking about 
landscapes. Both authors acknowledged the work 
of Denis Cosgrove on landscape “where verbal, 
visual and built landscapes have an interwoven 
history” (p. 114).

Cosgrove was a preeminent figure in the 
conception of landscape in cultural geography. 
When he delivered the Hettner Lectures in 2005 
at the Department of Geography, University 
of Heidelberg, he was then the Alexander 
von Humboldt Professor of Geography at the 
University of California, Los Angeles. All three 
men have had important roles in the construction 
of the landscape idea. It was Hettner, in 1905, 

who wrote of the duality between people and 
environment (Stoddart, 1986, p. 231) and the 
intrinsic worth of this duality to the particular 
character of landscapes. It was Humboldt who 
stressed fieldwork, whose 

coat pockets, one of his guides noted, 
were like those of a little boy – full 
of plants, rocks and scraps of paper. 
Nothing was too small or insignificant to 
investigate because everything had its 
place in the great tapestry of nature (Wulf, 
2015, pp. 91–92). 

It was the picturesque landscape that was 
important to Humboldt because scenic description 
should draw its vitality from the scene itself, 
and not from what he called the “adornment of 
diction” (Darby, 1962, p. 2). Cosgrove sought 
to examine the essence of the landscape in 
a particular historical context, its origins and 
development as a cultural concept in the West 
since the European Renaissance. In the end, 
he developed a sophisticated perception of 
landscape. These perceptions should not be 
beyond high school students in the geography 
classroom.

Cosgrove (2006) describes an evening walk up 
the steep hills that surround the Los Angeles 
Basin. He depicted the panoramic view over the 
commercial boulevards, red roofs and palm trees 
from the Hollywood Hills to Pacific beaches and 
offshore islands. He mused about the city as a 
locus of global popular culture and a constellation 
of diverse ethnic groups and lifestyles, an 
automobile-dependant existence with distinctive 
urban patterns. 

In these opening lines, I have used 
the word landscape in three distinct, if 
overlapping ways: to describe extended, 
pictorial views from the Hollywood Hills; 
as an ‘idea’ that played a significant role 
in shaping California’s modernity; and 
as a shorthand for a blend of land and 
life, of physical and social morphologies, 
that constitutes a distinct region and 
community (Cosgrove, 2006, p. 3).

In his lectures, Cosgrove referred to Olwig’s 
work on landscape. Rather than concentrate 
on the visual or painterly aspect of landscape, 
Olwig regarded the landskab of parts of Frisia 
and Schleswig-Holstein in northwest Europe 
as localities where customary law and culture 
defined the landscape, customary law determined 
by those living and working in an area (Cosgrove, 
2003, p. 9; Olwig, 2002, p. 17, 1996, p. 631). 
These heathlands, low-lying marshlands and 
offshore islands had escaped the suzerainty 
of kings and queens, lords and ladies and the 
dictates of the mercantile establishment. Olwig’s 
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research opened up landscape as landskab to new 
ways of thinking about landscape, perceptions of 
landscape that moved away from the aesthetics of 
landscape towards those of community, locality 
and customary law (Wylie, 2007, p. 97). 

This offers up further opportunities for students 
to explore landscapes. As (Mitchell, 2003, p. 
792) put it a landscape is a “substantive reality, 
a place lived, a world produced and transformed, 
a commingling of nature and society that is 
struggled over and in.” Students could examine 
the territorial meaning of landscape. Olwig 
argues that even when landscape is connected 
with landscape painting, from where it emerged 
in Europe in the 16th century, it was not solely 
concerned with natural scenery. “These paintings 
usually depicted life in countries filled with  
culture . . . . The subject matter of such paintings 
is thus closer to the meaning of landscape as a 
polity’s area of activity, as in the term ‘political 
landscapes’” (Olwig, 2002, p. xxv). There is scope 
here for students to study Australian landscape 
paintings such as those of Roberts, Drysdale and 
Nolan to uncover the substantive reality of lived 
places.

Portrayal of landscapes
Daniels (1989), who worked closely with 
Cosgrove, explores some of the metaphorical 
concepts connected with landscape as portrayed 
in a number of texts including paintings and 
novels. He sought out symbolic and aesthetic 
dimensions of landscape as well as the workings 
of the economy, the material way of life of people 
living in the landscape. Daniels examined the 
tension between an elitist, painterly or aesthetic 
vision and a vernacular and realistic “way of life” 
(1989, p. 206). The sensual unity with nature 
identified by Daniels is enhanced by a deep 
sense of the past, historic, prehistoric, geological 
and mythical, which tends to both overwhelm 
and enrich the ordinary lives of people (p. 
210). However, a preoccupation with the visual 
obscures many of these spiritual endowments.

Mitchell (1996, 2001, 2003,) took up Daniels’ 
notion that landscapes are duplicitous in his 
analysis of industrial agricultural production 
in California. Again, the scenery or apparent 
naturalness of the California strawberry groves 
obscures and conceals the social and economic 
conditions that go into the making of this 
landscape. The strawberries that he washed in his 
kitchen concealed a network of violence, “real, 
bodily, physical violence: farmworkers’ hands 
mangled by machinery, the gun and knife fights 
in the cities and the labor camps are often part of 
the farmworkers everyday lives” (2003, p. 243). 
The strawberry pickers lived in barns and sheds, 

“sleeping among machinery, tools, and canisters 
of pesticides” (2003, p. 233).

An example of fieldwork activities for geography 
students that looks at the symbolic landscape is 
found in the AGTA publication Keys to fieldwork 
(2008). The section on war memorials, drawn 
from Waitt et al. (2000), Rose (2007) and Inglis 
(2008), brings together the perspectives of 
Australian cultural geographers on gendered 
landscapes and war memorials, the contributions 
of a Professor of Cultural Geography at The Open 
University in the UK on the interpretation of visual 
materials, and a notable historian writing about 
War memorials in the Australian landscape. 

Students who are interested in delving more 
deeply into the symbolic meaning of landscapes 
could also develop interests in gendered aspects 
of landscapes. Whereas Mitchell (1996) was 
concerned with The lie of the land, Kolodny 
(1975) wrote The lay of the land, a literary 
examination of the land-as-woman in North 
America. In an Australian context, Cathcart (2009) 
explained that European explorers “habitually 
represented the country as if it were a woman 
they had set out to ravish and possess” (2009, p. 
139). Kolodny (p. 139) presented the virgin soil of 
the prairies as “begging to be ploughed, fertilised, 
cropped and possessed.” 

Feminist geographers who have contributed to 
a deeper understanding of landscape include 
Norwood and Monk’s (1987) edited work The 
desert is no lady which showed how “Hispanic, 
Native American and Anglo women imagined 
the American Southwest in a way that was both 
different from men’s and also from each other’s” 
(Morin, 2009, p. 294). 

Landscapes valued by people
Cosgrove (in Gregory & Walford, 1989, p. 127) 
explained that although traditional sources of 
geographic data are useful in interpreting the 
symbolism of landscape, paintings, poems, 
novels, folk tales, music, film and song “can 
provide a firm handle on the meanings that places 
and landscapes possess, express and evoke as do 
more conventional ‘factual’ sources.” 

For some geographers, the novel is a most 
important vehicle. Landscapes are evoked by the 
novel’s characters, the narrative and by the reader. 
As Daniels and Rycroft (1994, p. 395) explain, 
“Any one novel may present a field of different, 
sometimes competing, forms of geographical 
knowledge, from sensuous awareness of place to 
an educated idea of region and nation.” 

Humanistic geographers saw descriptions of 
cultural imprints on the landscape as important. 
Lowenthal (2015, p. 104) wrote about Henry 
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James’ visit to Europe in 1877, “A day in a 
thirteenth century English house, his own 
tread hollowing the floors and his own touch 
polishing the oak, let James share its six living 
centuries.” Other humanistic geographers wrote 
fine descriptions of landscapes (Meinig, 1983; 
Tuan, 1974), as have historical geographers 
such as Darby (1962) and Jeans (1979). Cultural 
geographer Sauer was able to combine fine 
description with deep geographical insights into 
landscape, writing about heathland in Northern 
Europe, citing expanses of heathland, heather, 
furze and bracken; sheep tracks and cart traces 
(Sauer, 1996, pp. 301–302 [1925]). 

Cronon (1992, p. 1349) saw landscapes as a 
“place for stories” where all the understandings 
gleaned from historical geographies are evident in 
the labels that North Americans have attached to 
the Great Plains since 1800 such as “the Land of 
the Buffalo” or, “the Land Where the Sky Begins” 
(Cronon, 1992, pp. 1375–1376). Crang (1998) 
saw literary landscapes as a melange of literature 
and landscape rather than seeing literature as a 
mirror through which landscape is reflected. 

In an Australian context, Borschmann mused 
about the symbolic landscape of the bush, a 
landscape that is no longer materially important to 
most Australians but one that remains “so firmly 
rooted in our hearts and imaginings”(1999, p. 
vii). Watson (2014) saw the bush as both real and 
imaginary.

Real, in that it grows in various 
unmistakable bush-like ways, and dies, 
rots, burns and grows into the bush again; 
real in harbouring life. Imaginary in that 
among the life it harbours is the life of the 
Australian mind (Watson, 2014, p. 66).

Some interpreters of Australian culture, such 
as Patrick White, Alan Moorehead and Manning 
Clark, detected a spiritual darkness in this 
imaginary landscape, an interior landscape hung 
out to dry. Winton (2015) maintains that it is still 
not uncommon in the twenty-first century to hear 
of the interior still being referred to as the “dead 
heart”.

The ways that people value landscapes depend 
on our hopes and dreams, our sense of the 
enchanted and the poetic. In 1554, Phillip II 
of Spain, King of England from 1554 to 1558, 
was travelling up through Hampshire from 
Southampton for his marriage ceremony with 
Queen Mary in Winchester Cathedral. All along 
the journey he saw the green, fertile landscape 
through the “eyes” of Amadis de Gaula (Edwards, 
2016, p. 62), a character from a popular 16th 
century Spanish chivalric novel set in Britain. It 
was a magical, dream-like landscape, a setting for 

contemporary soap operas, the place of fantastical 
imagery. 

Similarly, Thomas Hardy in his preface to Far from 
the madding crowd explained his fictional Wessex 
was “partly real, partly dream-country” (Bullen, 
2013, p. 18). Bullen (p. 237) sees Wessex as a 
dream place, “a tessellation of locations varying 
from novel to novel, rarely overlapping, and where 
the parts though close geographically, are remote 
in terms of atmosphere, climate and ethos.” 

The landscape can literally be sung into being. 
Chatwin spoke of “a labyrinth of invisible 
pathways that meander all over Australia” (1987, 
p. 2). These “songlines” conjoined landscape and 
music thus providing, for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people, a means of navigating 
the landscape, a sense of individual identity 
and a way of relating to other tribal groups 
(Connell & Gibson, 2003, p. 280). Dreaming 
Tracks were much more than “singing the world 
into existence”. They facilitated the exchange 
of goods, ideas, art, technology, and, marriage 
partners. They connected clans from one side of 
the country to the other (Pascoe, 2014, p. 129) 
and they still continue to connect distant groups 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
today (Taçon, 2005). Rose refers to the songs as 
“song-poems” (1996, p. 1). To substantiate their 
claim to portions of the Simpson Desert, under 
the Aboriginal Land Rights (NT) Act 1976, the 
Arrernte people described how they followed the 
rivers through the desert singing the song-poems 
of the country and the Dreaming. “They sang 
of flowers, colours and butterflies, of love and 
desire, and of all the sudden joyful life” (Rose, 
1996, p. 52).

Landscape geographies can be exposed in the 
material and symbolic landscapes of post-
industrial cities such as Newcastle in New South 
Wales (Dunn, McGuirk, & Winchester, 1995). 
Landscapes can be illuminated in emergent 
postmodern cityscapes. Consider these “six 
geographies of restructuring”(Hall & Barrett, 
2012, p. 49; Soja, 1995, pp. 129–137) listed 
below. These geographies have been rephrased 
with references to contemporary Sydney. They 
offer opportunities for an in-depth examination of 
Sydney’s urban landscapes by senior geography 
students:

• restructuring of the economic structure of the 
city with emerging “high tech” enterprises, 
a profusion of jobs in finance, insurance, 
and real estate offices – producer services 
referred to as FIRE by Sassen (2012, p. 
133), jobs in creative industries such as 
design, architecture, filmmaking and fashion 
(O’Neill & Gahan, 2014), a shift away from 
the production of physical goods to service 
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industries focused on knowledge and 
innovation (Moretti, 2012); 

• part of a global system of world cities 
(Baker & Ruming, 2015; New South 
Wales Department of Planning, 2014; 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2010); 

•  the emergence of “edge cities” (Connell, 
2000) or the “exopolis” without facilities or a 
civic centre (Bailey et al., 2015);

• changing social structures within the urban 
landscape with increasing disparities of 
income, access to housing and facilities – 
these inequities are expressed in new patterns 
of segregation and polarisation (Muscat, 
2014a, 2014b; Latham, 1998);

• the rise of “paranoid” or “carceral” (Davis, 
1992) architecture with cities enmeshed in 
networks of surveillance (Waitt et al., 2000, 
p. 416) with closed circuit television cameras, 
locked apartment and office blocks and 
exclusion zones such as gated communities 
(Quintall, 2006; Waitt et al., 2000, pp. 414–
417);

• a radical change in urban imagery from drab 
urban cityscapes to festival marketplaces 
(Waitt et al., 2000, pp. 417–418), shopping 
malls as miniature cities (Daylight, 2008, p. 
8) and other trappings of postmodern style 
(Waitt et al., 2000, p. 93; Barkham, 2001).

J. B. Jackson valued the vernacular North 
American landscape. He wrote, as editor of the US 
journal, Landscape:

As I travel about the country, I am 
often bewildered by the proliferation 
of spaces and the uses of spaces that 
had no counterpart in the traditional 
landscape: parking lots, landing fields, 
shopping centres, trailer courts, high-
rise condominiums, wildlife shelters, 
Disneyland. (Jackson, 1996, p. 326).

This opens an avenue for a more current take 
on landscape, one that traces the threads of 
phenomenology, vision, performativity and 
bodily practice. Cresswell (2003) re-examines 
Jackson’s contributions in terms of lived 
practice and provides a valuable contribution to 
the current examination of landscape through 
phenomenology, approaches that “often stress 
direct bodily contact, with, and experience of, 
landscape” (Wylie, 2007, p. 141); experiences 
that include not only seeing but touching, hearing, 
believing, remembering, imagining, getting 
excited or angry, evaluating and even lifting 
up or pushing things (Peet, 1998, p. 37). The 
phenomenological landscape is thought of “as a 
space of practice and performance, as a multi-
sensorial experience of the living environment” 
(Minca, 2013, p. 54).

Students are invited to immerse themselves in 
landscape. Cresswell contrasts the notion of fixity 
in landscape, a text that is already written, with 
the fluidity, flow and repetition that is implied by 
immersing oneself in the landscape. This group of 
social theories is sometimes referred to as non-
representational because they want to be seen 
as “an antidote to the representational”(2003, 
p. 270), and a move away from Geography and 
vision (Cosgrove, 2008). Non-representational 
theory is popular with geographers who “seek 
an alternative to conceptualizations of landscape 
which they consider too cognitive, alienated, 
arrogant, expert, critical and concerned with 
vision at the expense of other senses” (Duncan & 
Duncan, 2009). For example, Bull (2008) explored 
landscape as an aural entity using what we would 
now refer to as a smart phone, (then called a 
Walkman), to interact with other digital music 
player users in the city, to connect with others, 
experience place and the sensory landscape. This 
kind of sensory experience of landscapes offers 
alternative forms of sensory urban fieldwork for 
geography students.

Conclusion
Landscape, like many terms frequently used 
in geography, is full of rich meanings – we do 
more than sketch the landscape; and landscape 
geographers are more engaged with the concept 
than are landscape gardeners. Landscape opens 
up ideas concerning geographical explanations, 
thinking and imaginations. Rather than confine 
our ideas to a tacit acceptance of the ACARA 
definition of landscape, we should endeavour 
to encourage student research projects and 
fieldwork that embrace landscape in its polysemy 
and geographical heritage. Landscapes, whether 
geomorphological, biological or cultural, are 
amenable to fieldwork. Such fieldwork does not 
have to be confined to a landscape sketch from a 
convenient vantage point but can engage students 
at street level to explore personal geographies 
that extend well beyond the ocular. The more that 
students engage with geography’s rich vocabulary 
and scholarship the better they are equipped to 
engage with the complexities of the world around 
us. 
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Abstract
This study analysed the extent to which student-
led inquiry is supported by fieldwork booklet 
design. Roberts’ (2003) framework for learning 
through inquiry was used as lens for analysing the 
presence of student-led inquiry in the design of 
nine fieldwork booklets. Observations of teaching 
practice from two fieldwork activities were also 
analysed to understand how teachers behaviour 
can influence student-led inquiry during fieldwork. 
This study found that the fieldwork booklets 
provided frequent opportunities for students 
to make sense of data at increasingly complex 
levels of interpretation. In contrast, it was also 
found that the fieldwork booklets provided limited 
opportunities for students to plan their fieldwork 
inquiries, clarify their values, or reflect on the 
fieldwork inquiry process. The observations of 
teaching practice highlighted the importance 
of establishing student engagement and using 
appropriate questions to facilitate student-led 
inquiry. This study can assist teachers with 
incorporating genuine student-led inquiry into 
their fieldwork booklet design. 

The purpose of this study was to develop a deeper 
understanding of the extent to which student-
led inquiry is supported in fieldwork booklet 
design. The presence of student-led inquiry in 
nine fieldwork booklets was analysed through the 
lens of Roberts’ (2003) framework for learning 
through inquiry (Appendix 1). In addition to this, 

observations of teaching practice were made from 
six field trips based on two fieldwork activities. 
These observations were used to develop an 
understanding of how teaching practice can 
facilitate student-led inquiry during fieldwork. 
The findings of this case study can be used to 
assist teachers to develop their understanding 
of student-led inquiry in the fieldwork context. 
This can assist teachers to incorporate genuine 
student-led inquiry into their fieldwork booklet 
design. 

Guiding questions
Four key questions guide this case study:

1. How and to what extent are fieldwork booklets 
used to help with creating a need to know?

2. To what extent are students given 
responsibility for planning and collecting data?

3. To what extent does the fieldwork booklet 
provide scaffolds to assist students in making 
sense of the data?

4. Does the fieldwork booklet prompt students to 
reflect on the fieldwork or inquiry process?

The creation of these four key questions was 
guided by Roberts’ (2003) framework for learning 
through inquiry which is closely aligned with the 
geographic inquiry outcomes of the Australian 
Curriculum (ACARA, 2015) (Appendix 1). 

Investigating The Extent to Which  
Student-Led Inquiry is Supported By 
Fieldwork Booklet Design
Aaron Bermingham
Graduate from the Master of Teaching at The University of Melbourne
Teacher at Koonung Secondary College

Inquiry 
Model 
Roberts 
(2003)

Literature Review (variables for enhanced 
learning from student-led inquiry)

Case study 
(Questions)

Geographic 
Inquiry ACARA 
(2015) 

Create a 
need to 
know

Student motivation
• Effects of student motivation;
• Students responsible for creating 

geographic questions;
• Guiding questions scaffold student 

creativity.

How and to what 
extent are fieldwork 
booklet used to help 
with creating a need 
to know?

Observing, 
questioning and 
planning

Appendix 1: Links between the Roberts Inquiry Model, the literature review, case study questions and the 
Australian Curriculum. 
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Literature review
A review of the literature revealed that enhanced 
learning from student-led inquiry is dependent 
upon a range of variables. These variables 
include student motivation, level of student 
responsibility for planning the inquiry, design of 
guiding questions, and use of information and 
communications technology. There was a trend 
towards increasing the use of student-led inquiry 
during fieldwork in the modern literature (Chang 
et al., 2012; Oost, De Vries, & Van der Schee, 
2011). Appendix 1 highlights the links between 
this case study and the literature review. This 
case study focuses on the intersection between 
student-led inquiry and how teachers plan and 
design their guiding questions in fieldwork 
booklets.

Method
A combination of data analysis and fieldwork 
observations was used to complete this case 
study.

Data Analysis

Data analysis was used to evaluate the extent 
to which a selection of nine fieldwork booklets 
scaffolded student-led inquiry. The fieldwork 
booklets were used in field trips from Years 7, 8 

and 9 across a variety of settings and schools. 
This analysis was completed using Roberts’ 
(2003) inquiry model which is recommended for 
scaffolding geographic inquiry undertaken by 
adolescent students (Kriewaldt & Boon, 2012). 
Roberts’ (2003) inquiry model identifies four 
stages of inquiry which contain a total of 35 
inquiry items. The presence of these items in the 
fieldwork booklets was analysed to create a set 
of data tables, which illuminated the extent of the 
presence of student-led inquiry.

Fieldwork Observations

The fieldwork observation component was based 
on experiences that occurred during placement 
at a private girls school in Melbourne’s south-
eastern suburbs. Observations were gathered 
from six outings across two different field field 
trips: three Year 7 Liveability Street Surveys and 
three Year 8 Coastal Fieldwork activities. These 
fieldwork observations provide an insight into 
the behaviour of one teacher who implemented 
the two fieldwork activities. The data booklets 
for these fieldwork activities were also used in 
the data analysis section. Findings were derived 
from the observations taken before, during and 
after the six field trips. These observations were 
used to provide insight into the extent to which 

Inquiry 
Model 
Roberts 
(2003)

Literature Review (variables for enhanced 
learning from student-led inquiry)

Case study 
(Questions)

Geographic 
Inquiry ACARA 
(2015) 

Using data Student given responsibility for planning the 
inquiry
• Guiding questions scaffold student-led 

inquiry;
• Scaffolding student knowledge of data 

collection strategies;
• Timely feedback.

To what extent are 
students responsible 
for planning and 
collecting primary/
secondary data?

Collecting, 
recording, 
evaluating, 
representing

Making 
sense

Design of guiding questions by teacher
• Guiding questions scaffold student-led 

inquiry;
• ICT scaffolds student-led inquiry;
• Timely feedback;
• Post-fieldwork activities.

To what extent does 
the fieldwork booklet 
provide scaffolds to 
assist students in 
making sense of the 
data?

Interpreting, 
analysing and 
concluding

Communicating

Reflecting 
on learning

Design of guiding questions by teacher
• Guiding questions scaffold student-led 

inquiry;
• Student-led inquiry benefits students 

over long-term (reflection on inquiry and 
repeated opportunities for inquiry);

• Metacognition enhances quality of 
student-led inquiry;

• Timely feedback.

Does the fieldwork 
booklet prompt 
students to reflect 
on the fieldwork or 
inquiry process?

Reflecting and 
responding
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the teacher provided opportunities for student-led 
inquiry.

Findings and discussion
The four key questions identified above guide the 
findings and discussion.

1. How and to what extent are fieldwork booklets 
used to help with creating a need to know?

Fieldwork booklets 5 and 8 (Appendix 2) 
contained questions that position students to ‘ask 
questions’ and ‘generate ideas’. These booklets 
performed well in terms of creating a ‘need to 
know’ in students. However, this approach is 
not common when looking at the data from a 
broader perspective. In general, the data indicated 
that students are rarely given opportunities to 
generate ideas, ask questions, or ‘plan how to 
research’ (Appendix 2). This indicated a lack of 
opportunities for students to create hypotheses 
and plan their fieldwork. The literature review 
found that engagement increases when learning 
goals and skills are discussed with students 
during the planning phase (Oost et al., 2011). 
Based on the data and literature review, students 

should be given increased opportunities to create 
their own inquiry.

2. To what extent are students given responsibility 
for planning and collecting data?

It was found that all fieldwork booklets provided 
students with opportunities to collect data 
and students are often provided at least one 
opportunity to select evidence to be used in 
their inquiry (Appendix 3). From an inquiry 
planning perspective, the data indicated that this 
represented the extent to which students were 
involved in the planning of data collection. In 
most cases, teachers dictated a plan for collection 
and organisation of inquiry data (Appendix 3). 
Additionally, it was found that no opportunities 
were given for students to evaluate the way in 
which inquiry data were classified or sequenced 
(Appendix 3). This indicates that there is a distinct 
lack of student inclusion in the inquiry planning 
process. The absence of student inclusion limits 
opportunities for students to develop and reflect 
on their inquiry planning skills. The literature 
review found that student involvement in the 
inquiry planning process increases engagement 
(Remmen & Frøyland, 2014). Based on the data 
and literature review, students should be given 

Appendix 2: How and to what extent does the fieldwork booklet help with creating a need to know? 

Data indicates students are given limited opportunities to create their own 
inquiry.      

The guiding questions in these fieldwork booklets create opportunities to 
generate a ‘need to know’ in students.

Indicates evidence identified in fieldwork 
booklet

Indicates no evidence identified in fieldwork 
booklet

Year 
level Booklet Be 

curious Speculate Hypothesise Use 
imagination

Generate 
ideas

Make links 
with existing 
knowledge

Identify 
issues

Ask 
questions

Plan 
how to 

research
Total

Water Field 
Investigation A 7 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2

Water Field 
Investigation B 7 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 3

Liveability Street 
Survey A 7 3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 5

Liveability Street 
Survey B 7 4 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 6

Coastal Fieldwork 
A 8 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8

Coastal Fieldwork 
B 8 6 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4

Coastal Fieldwork 
C 8 7 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 6

Land use change: 
Yarra Valley A 9 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8

Land use change: 
Yarra Valley B 9 9 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3

1

0
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more opportunities to be involved in planning 
their inquiries. There may, however, be significant 
context-related barriers to this such as time 
constraints, as well as student prior knowledge 
and baseline planning ability.

3. To what extent does the fieldwork booklet 
provide scaffolds to assist students in making 
sense of the data?

According to the data, there was consistent use 
of guiding questions by teachers to scaffold 
student progress through making sense of the 
data (Appendix 4). The fieldwork booklets offered 
regular opportunities for students to ‘describe’, 
‘explain’, ‘compare’, ‘analyse’ and ‘recognise 
relationships’ in their inquiry data (Appendix 
4). This showed that teachers are highly skilled 
and focused on designing fieldwork booklets 
that scaffold student abilities in making sense 
of data. However, it is notable that none of the 
fieldwork booklets provided opportunities for 
students to clarify their values in relation to the 
data (Appendix 4). This limits the opportunity for 
students to reflect and think critically about how 
their personal values relate to the data. 

4. Does the fieldwork booklet prompt students to 
reflect on the fieldwork or inquiry process?

Fieldwork booklets are rarely used to provide 
opportunities for reflection on the inquiry process 
(Appendix 5). This may indicate an omission of 
reflection from the inquiry process, or it may 
indicate that teachers do not consider this to 
be the right setting for reflective questions. 
Teachers may also be utilising reflection in 
post-fieldwork activities that occur beyond the 
scope of this study. In stark contrast to the 
general trend, fieldwork booklet 4 utilised a small 
number of reflective questions to create multiple 
opportunities for students to reflect on the 
inquiry process (Appendix 5). This demonstrated 
the ease with which these questions can be 
incorporated into fieldwork booklets. The 
literature review found that students may derive 
long-term benefits, including enhanced cognitive 
awareness and geographic inquiry skills, from a 
student-centred approach that includes reflection 
on the inquiry process (Fuller, Rawlinson, and 
Bevan, 2000).

Year level Booklet Locate 
evidence

Collect 
evidence Select evidence Sort data Classify 

data
Sequence 

data Total

Water Field 
Investigation A 7 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

Water Field 
Investigation B 7 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 3

Liveability Street 
Survey A 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

Liveability Street 
Survey B 7 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 2

Coastal Fieldwork A 8 5 1 1 1 0 0 0 3

Coastal Fieldwork B 8 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

Coastal Fieldwork C 8 7 1 1 1 0 0 0 3

Land use change: 
Yarra Valley A 9 8 0 1 1 1 0 0 3

Land use change: 
Yarra Valley B 9 9 0 1 1 0 0 0 2

Appendix 3: To what extent are students given responsibility for planning and collecting primary/secondary data? 

Students are given very limited opportunities to plan the collection, 
organisation and evaluation of data.     

Students always collected data and were often given opportunities to select 
evidence for their inquiry.      

Indicates evidence identified in fieldwork 
booklet

Indicates no evidence identified in fieldwork 
booklet

1

0
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Fieldwork Observations

The four key questions have been used to inform 
and guide fieldwork observations. The guiding 
questions have been edited for the purpose of 
increasing their relevance to the context in which 
the observations were made.

1. How and to what extent did teacher behaviour 
help with creating a need to know?

When introducing the fieldwork, the teacher 
used an enthusiastic and wondrous approach 
to inspire a need to know. This was evidenced 
by the teacher’s enthusiasm and expressiveness 
when communicating with the highly engaged 
students. The teacher related the classroom to a 
stage, “if you put on a good show, you will have 
the students’ attention” (personal communication, 
April 24, 2015). Students did not question why 
they were learning the content and were inspired 

by their teacher’s energy and commitment to the 
fieldwork.

2. To what extent did teacher behaviour give 
students responsibility for planning and collecting 
data?

It was observed that students were not given 
responsibility for planning the collection of inquiry 
data. The planning stage was completed by the 
teacher in advance of introducing the students 
to the fieldwork activities. When it was time for 
the students to collect data, the teacher assisted 
students by providing verbal prompts and 
asking questions. The teacher asked questions 
such as “What are people doing over there?” or 
“Why have they designed it in this way?” With 
questions such as these, the teacher avoided 
spoonfeeding answers to the students and 
encouraged them to take responsibility for data 

Appendix 4: To what extent does the fieldwork booklet provide scaffolds to assist students in making sense of the data?

No fieldwork booklets provided opportunities for students to reflect on and 
clarify their values in relation to the data.    

Consistent use of guiding questions by teachers to scaffold student progress 
through making sense of the data.  

Indicates evidence identified in fieldwork 
booklet

Indicates no evidence identified in fieldwork 
booklet

1

0

Year 
level Booklet

Relate 
existing 

knowledge 
to new 

knowledge

Describe Explain Compare Analyse Interpret Recognise 
relationships

Analyse 
values

Clarify 
values

Reach 
conclusion Total

Water Field 
Investigation 
A

7 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 5

Water Field 
Investigation 
B

7 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 6

Liveability 
Street Survey 
A

7 3 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 7

Liveability 
Street Survey 
B

7 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 8

Coastal 
Fieldwork A 8 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 9

Coastal 
Fieldwork B 8 6 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 7

Coastal 
Fieldwork C 8 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 9

Land use 
change: Yarra 
Valley A

9 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 9

Land use 
change: Yarra 
Valley B

9 9 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
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collection. Thinking time was also given at many 
locations during the fieldwork to allow students 
time for interpretation of sites and collection of 
data.

3. To what extent did teacher behaviour provide 
scaffolds to assist students in making sense of 
the data?

Data collection was the primary focus whilst out 
on fieldwork. Students were encouraged to make 
sense of the data during post-fieldwork activities, 
including fieldwork report writing. It should be 
noted that a number of the fieldwork booklets 
indicated that teachers made a distinction between 
using the fieldwork booklet for data collection 
and using a separate instructional document for 
scaffolding fieldwork report writing. In relation to 
the two fieldwork activities, it was observed that 
the teacher broke the report writing down into a 
step-by-step procedure in order to help students 
to make sense of the data. However, there was 
a low focus on asking students to analyse and 
clarify their values which is similar to the findings 
of the data analysis.

4. Did teacher behaviour prompt students to 
reflect on the fieldwork or inquiry process?

Students were not given an opportunity to reflect 
on the fieldwork or inquiry process. Students 
completed their fieldwork reports for homework 
whilst the lesson content moved on to new 
topics in the curriculum. Although limited by time 
pressures, this highlights a concern that when 
students miss the opportunity to reflect on their 
fieldwork, they also miss out on the opportunity 
to develop a stronger, more positive and insightful 
relationship with fieldwork.

Limitations
This case study has several limitations which 
are largely due to the narrow focus on analysing 
fieldwork booklets. The study does not include 
data on the extent to which teachers are creating 
a need-to-know during pre-fieldwork activities. 
Additionally, given its scope this study was 
not able to investigate student involvement in 
planning inquiry during pre-fieldwork activities. 
There was also minimal data relating to whether 

Year 
level Booklet Data 

sources
Skills and 
techniques 

used

Criteria 
for making 
judgements

Opinions What has 
been learnt

How it 
has been 
learnt?

How the 
inquiry 

could be 
improved?

How the 
inquiry 

could be 
further 

developed?

The 
value 

of what 
has been 
learnt?

Total

Water Field 
Investigation A 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Water Field 
Investigation B 7 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Liveability Street 
Survey A 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Liveability Street 
Survey B 7 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 5

Coastal Fieldwork 
A 8 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Coastal Fieldwork 
B 8 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coastal Fieldwork 
C 8 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Land use change: 
Yarra Valley A 9 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Land use change: 
Yarra Valley B 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Appendix 5: Does the fieldwork booklet prompt students to reflect on the fieldwork or inquiry process?

Fieldwork booklets are rarely used to provide opportunities for reflection on 
the inquiry process.

A small number of reflective questions created multiple opportunities for 
students to reflect on the inquiry process.

Indicates evidence identified in fieldwork 
booklet

Indicates no evidence identified in fieldwork 
booklet

1

0
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teachers were addressing reflection on the inquiry 
process during post-fieldwork activities.

Conclusion
Based on the broader literature and the findings of 
this case study, it was found that whilst teachers 
are including some elements of student-led 
inquiry in fieldwork booklets, there is scope for 
more. Although limited, the data indicated that 
teachers are designing fieldwork booklets that are 
good at helping students to make sense of their 
inquiry data. However, the analysis also found that 
students may be missing out on opportunities to 
plan, evaluate and reflect on the inquiry process. 
Observations of teacher behaviour revealed that 
the student-led inquiry process can and should be 
supported by activities that largely lie beyond the 
scope of this case study. Future research could 
extend the scope of this study to include teacher 
behaviour and pre- and post-fieldwork activities 
in the data analysis. This may provide a deeper 
understanding of the extent to which students 
are actually involved in student-led inquiry when 
conducting fieldwork. 
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Introduction
This paper investigates the teaching of fieldwork 
skills over the course of a student’s geography 
education from Years 7 to 10. Relevant research 
is considered, and findings and discussion are 
drawn from a case study of the fieldwork program 
at an independent school in Melbourne.

The rationale for this study is that a geography 
teacher will be better placed to harness the 
potential of fieldwork if equipped with an 
understanding of the skills that can be gained 
through fieldwork, and how students progress 
in their learning of these skills over four years of 
geography education.

The scope of this case study was to identify 
what fieldwork skills are being taught and their 
progression over Years 7 to 10 at the school 
investigated. Evidence was drawn from fieldwork 
booklets, fieldwork report instructions, and 
observations of fieldtrips and classroom teaching. 

Some of the questions used to guide this research 
were:

• Are the fieldwork skills repeated, repeated with 
greater complexity, or are new skills developed 
in each year?

• Is the development of skills evident to the 
teachers and students?

• Is the increase in complexity over time 
focused on data collection, analysis, or 
interpretation?

• Does the fieldwork draw upon skills gained in 
previous years?

Literature review
See Appendix 1 for the literature review.

Method
During semester one of 2015, I was placed 
as a Teacher Candidate at the school that I 
investigated. I observed geography classes of 
Years 7 to 10, participated in the fieldtrip for each 
year level, and taught geography classes in Years 
7, 8 and 9. 

In preparing the findings, I referred to the 
following documents:

• Notes I had taken for my observations;
• Fieldwork booklets for each year level. These 

are provided to students to guide observation, 
and structure the collection of data on the day 
of the fieldtrip. Year 8 student complete theirs 
on an iPad, the other year levels use paper 
copies;

• Teacher timetables and planners;
• The school’s geography unit plans;
• Fieldwork report instructions. For each year 

level, the fieldwork report is the major piece 
of summative assessment for the semester. 
The teacher provides report instructions 
for students and elaborates on them during 
lessons dedicated to constructing the report. 
I taught classes of Year 7 and Year 8 through 
the report production stage. I observed Year 9 
and Year 10 classes at this stage;

• Australian Curriculum, Assessment and 
Reporting Authority and Victorian Curriculum 
and Assessment Authority documents 
(ACARA, 2013; VCAA, (ND, 2015, 2016).

Findings and discussion
The school investigated has a strong geography 
program, with the subject being compulsory 
for all students from Years 7 to 10. Students 
complete one semester of geography each year 
and it is allocated seven 55 minute lessons per 
fortnight. Fieldwork is a central component of 
the semester and the fieldwork report represents 
40% of a student’s overall subject grade. Class 
time that relates directly to fieldwork occupies 
approximately six weeks of the geography 
program although that is difficult to define as 
connections to the fieldwork are made throughout 
the semester.

The skill related aims for fieldwork expressed to 
the students are fairly general:

• To develop fieldwork techniques such as 
recording data, use of equipment and making 
field observations;

• To draw conclusions from the data gathered;

A Case Study of Progressing Geography 
Fieldwork Skills Over Years 7–10

Julian Woolhouse
Graduate from the Master of Teaching at The University of Melbourne
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Considering the different topics, structures and 
destinations of fieldwork in Table 1, the thematic 
connection between each year level discussed 
by Field (2009) is not evident. In this school’s 
program, the connection between each fieldtrip 
is made through the application of skills in data 
collection and the subsequent fieldwork report 
writing. 

In observing each of these fieldtrips, the most 
obvious progression is one of independence. With 
each year, the amount of scaffolding is reduced, 
and greater responsibility and freedom is given to 
students. The greatest leap was observed between 
Years 9 and 10. At Year 9, students were taken 
to specific locations of the Yarra Valley, guided 

on the observations required, and given some 
freedom to ask questions of the guest speakers. 
At Year 10, students worked in small groups with 
minimal teacher guidance to survey an area of 
Laurimar Estate, and then surveyed the shopping 
area independently. I observed that generally 
the Year 10 students were capable in applying 
fieldwork skills to these tasks without assistance 
and meet the expectations of the task.

Table 2 reflects this progression of increasing 
independence in fieldwork tasks, although it does 
not show the more critical factor in determining 
the level of scaffolding – the teacher’s mode of 
instruction. 

Year Area of study Destination Focus Structure

7 Water in the world Maroondah and 
Sugarloaf Reservoirs

Catchment and supply 
of Melbourne’s water Three sites visited

8 Landforms and 
landscapes Half Moon Bay 

Coastal processes 
of erosion and wave 
action

One site, walking 
between beach and 
cliffs 

9 Biomes and food 
security

Yarra Valley: vineyard, 
cattle farm, orchard, 
and chocolaterie

The location of food 
production and the 
distribution of food

Seven sites, visiting 
different enterprises

10 Place and liveability Laurimar Estate
Urban planning 
and liveability in a 
Melbourne suburb

Two sites, small 
group area and 
village centre

Table 1: Summary of fieldwork curriculum.

Data collection task Year 
7

Year  
8

Year 
9

Year 
10

Fill the gap sentences √
Answers to questions from information provided by teacher √ √ √
Annotated photos of specified objects √ √ √ √
Words from information boards or displays √ √
Written description of specified areas √ √
A table of guided observations (e.g. beach features and supermarket price 
survey) √ √

Labelling a given diagram or aerial photo (e.g. coastal erosion) or  
close-up photo √

Photos of specified elements (e.g. undercutting of cliffs) √
Notes from expert talk (e.g. orchard farmer, cattle farmer, real estate agent) √ √
Measurements taken in field (e.g. beach profile, longshore drift and 
pedestrian count) √ √

Labelling a map √ √
Inference-based observations (e.g. uses of Half Moon Bay) √
Drawing/field sketch √ √
Information from advertising (e.g. real estate prices) √
Student constructed observations (e.g. human impacts at Half Moon Bay) √
Unstructured note taking of observations √ √
Recording impressions/opinions/reflective questions √
Complete teacher constructed area evaluation survey (Laurimar Street, 
access, and housing survey) √

Table 2: Fieldwork data collection tasks by Year level. 
Tasks are ordered by increasing level of independence from top to bottom.
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It is significant that the last task in Table 2 
involves evaluation, a higher order skill in Bloom’s 
revised taxonomy (Krathwohl, Anderson, & 
Bloom, 2001). In the recently released Victorian 
Curriculum, the skills that require analysis and 
explanation at levels 7 and 8 are differentiated 
simply by the addition of the word evaluate at 
levels 9 and 10 (VCAA, 2015). Here, in addition 
to gaining independence in their fieldwork, 
students are developing capacities in higher order 
thinking. This progression in relation to student 
performance fits into the model described by 
Berry and Smith (2009).

The construction of a fieldwork report following 
the field trip is an integral part of the geography 
curriculum at the school studied. There are some 
common elements to the report structure such 
as the inclusion of an introduction, location map 
and statement, representation of data, and a final 
extended response. The data is represented using 
annotated photos, maps, diagrams, tables, flow 
diagrams, and at Years 9 and 10, sketches and 
annotated maps. The key points of difference 
between the year levels is how the data is used by 
the students and the level of scaffolding provided 
by the teacher in representing and interpreting the 
data. These differences are summarised in Table 
3. By looking at how students use their data in the 
report, the increasing complexity of thinking that 
is required with each year becomes evident.

As students engage in the higher order tasks of 
the fieldwork report, they would be developing 

the thinking skills described by Foskett (2000). As 
students are taught to be more independent each 
year, these skills would be developing beyond 
the acquisition phase and students should gain 
the capacity to transfer these skills laterally and 
vertically to new situations. This progression 
appears to have been designed throughout the 
curriculum.

Foskett (2000) says that the learning of thinking 
skills should be made explicit to students. The 
school studied has recently introduced the use of 
the Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome 
(SOLO) developmental taxonomy (Biggs, 1982), 
and in this whole school approach, learning is 
explained to students using the SOLO construct. 
Students gain a metacognitive awareness of the 
skills they are developing in this process.

Conclusion
The geography curriculum from Years 7 to 
10 at the school investigated is designed to 
progressively develop the students’ fieldwork 
skills, independence in applying those skills and, 
most significantly, an increasing complexity in the 
use of field data.

This case study has investigated how the 
curriculum is delivered to students; however, 
to thoroughly evaluate its effectiveness, a more 
detailed analysis of student achievement would 
be needed. Based on my observations of Year 10 
students demonstrating their capabilities in their 

Table 3: Summary of fieldwork reports by year level.

Year 7 • Report instructions specify how and which data to represent.
• Data are used to present observations and descriptions of what is there.
• Conclusion: Describe how Melbourne’s water supply benefits from closed catchments, 

like Maroondah Reservoir, and how this water comes from our reservoirs to our taps.

Year 8 • Teacher guides class on how and which data to represent.
• Data are used to describe and explain the natural processes and human impacts. 
• No conclusion, instead a creative response: Imagine you have been given a contract to 

improve Half Moon Bay. Present an annotated plan to show and explain how this would 
improve Half Moon Bay.

Year 9 • Teacher gives option and advice on the how and which data to represent.
• Data are used to describe, explain, compare, evaluate and support a point of view.
• Extended response: “The location and features of the Yarra River are the most 

important influences on agricultural production of the Yarra Valley.” To what extent do 
you agree?

Year 10 • Students choose how and which data to represent; teacher provides some modelling.
• Data are used to evaluate (liveability).
• Conclusion: Make an overall evaluation of the pros and cons of Laurimar and its 

liveability in relation to the people who might live there. Make a judgement about 
whether you think further urban-fringe developments, such as Laurimar, are a good 
solution to housing Melbourne’s growing population.
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fourth year of Geography, I believe this program 
has successful outcomes. 

Although there is a connection between each 
year’s fieldwork component, the links are not as 
strong as the examples given by Field (2009). 
I suggest that a stronger link could be made to 
the individual’s development of skills through the 
building of a fieldwork portfolio that covers Years 
7 to10. Whilst the school has a database to record 
student achievement, a portfolio could provide an 
accessible format for both teacher and student to 
visualise individual progression.

The linking and transferring of skills across 
different subjects discussed in the literature 
review is not something that became evident in 
my investigation. As students consolidate higher 
order thinking skills, they will likely transfer these 
across to other subjects, particularly if they have 
an awareness of the skills. This transfer would be 
strengthened if teachers facilitated these cross-
curriculum connections. An example could be a 
Science class developing an inquiry based on data 
collected on a geography fieldtrip. In this area, 
there is potential to further the value of fieldwork 
and strengthen the skills developed.
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Appendix 1 – Literature Review

Research question
How can research inform the teaching of fieldwork 
skills over the course of a student’s geography 
education from Years 7 to 10?

Introduction 
Fieldwork is a key element to geography teaching 
and has been present in school geography 
curriculums from as early as the 1870s (Cook, 
2011). In Victoria, fieldwork was included in the 
levels 7 to 10 AusVELS curriculum (AusVELS, 
2013), and at Victorian Certificate of Education 
level it is mandated by the study design. In 
the new Victorian Curriculum, fieldwork is not 
specified for Years 7 to 10, however collecting 
and recording data from primary sources is 
specified (VCAA, 2016). The term fieldwork 
broadly includes the preparation, the fieldtrip 
activity (a firsthand, out of the classroom, 
experience), and the subsequent reporting and 
analysis. The importance of fieldwork is well 
supported by the relevant literature. Experiential 
learning outside the classroom in the real world is 
considered an essential component of geography 
education (Geographical Association, 2009) and 
it contributes not only to students’ geographical 
knowledge but also to their personal development 
(Berry & Smith, 2009). 
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A geography teacher needs to be able scaffold 
student learning of fieldwork skills and provide a 
progression to direct each student’s development 
in this area. I was interested to investigate how 
the available research could inform the teaching 
of fieldwork skills over the course of a student’s 
Year 7 to 10 geography education. I had difficulty 
finding research specifically on the learning 
progression of fieldwork skills, so I extended my 
scope to look more broadly at how fieldwork skills 
can be taught over the secondary years. A recent 
paper by Huynh, Solem, & Bednarz (2014) had 
reviewed over 400 articles from three prominent 
geography education journals and found no 
research in learning progressions. 

The papers selected for review were chosen for 
their content related to development of fieldwork 
skills, rather than being a justification of the value 
of fieldwork. There was greater emphasis on 
the skills gained from the outside the classroom 
components of fieldwork rather than the in-class 
time spent on preparation and report writing. 
Articles from Australia, United States and 
England were looked at to give an international 
perspective. AusVELS curriculum documents have 
also been referred to due to their significance in 
guiding teaching in Victoria, despite not being 
peer reviewed research articles.

Learning progression
A learning progression is a “description of the 
successively more sophisticated ways of thinking 
about a topic that can follow one another as 
children learn” (National Research Council 
2007, cited in Huynh et al., 2015). Articulating 
a learning progression may assist a teacher to 
clarify concepts accurately to students, helping 
to avoid misunderstandings as students grapple 
with increasingly more sophisticated geographical 
thinking. 

In their article, Huynh et al. (2015) identify three 
methodological approaches for research into 
learning progressions. The first bases the learning 
progression in the literature on learning in that 
topic; the second includes assessment of student 
performance against the progressions in order 
to revise them; and the third differs by using 
instructional intervention to measure student 
learning and feedback into the progression 
development.

Progression points for the AusVELS geography 
curriculum are clearly outlined in curriculum 
resources available to teachers in which examples 
are given for levels 4 through to 10 (VCAA, 2012). 
They are designed to illustrate how a student 
might demonstrate progression, but whether this 
guide was based on peer reviewed research is 
unknown. It is not specified if these progression 
points are derived from observations of what a 
typical student might display, or from a theoretical 

view on what a student might be capable of. It 
seems that in the terms Huynh et al. (2015) it 
is the first approach that has been used. The 
further assessment and instructional intervention 
of second and third approaches are left in the 
hands of the teacher. Indeed, AusVELS states 
that the progression points should not be the 
only resource used by a teacher nor should they 
replace standards. Huynh et al. (2015) describe 
standards as being based on what, when and how 
concepts are taught, while learning progressions 
should emphasise how students learn and help 
to understand student thinking. The AusVELS 
progression points give examples of what student 
work could demonstrate at each level, but they do 
not specify how a student could learn concepts. 

Sue Field’s article from the NSW publication 
Geography Bulletin provides some real examples 
of a fieldwork program that is structured across 
Years 7 to 10. She suggests that fieldwork and 
its assessment should be designed so that there 
is a strong connection between the fieldwork at 
each year level; that the skills learnt each year 
contribute to a bank of skills required at Year 10; 
and even suggests that a return experience at the 
same location could be valuable if the program is 
different (Field, 2009). This connection between 
years can be further strengthened by involving 
the Year 7 students in data collection for the Year 
10 project. This approach helps to give students 
a clearer idea of the direction of their geography 
studies. They will recognise the progression of 
skills that are inherent in the structure of the 
fieldwork studies. These skills include greater 
complexity of the topic studied; greater precision 
required; increased maturity and awareness of 
relevant issues and context of the topic; and a 
wider range of scales being studied (Berry & 
Smith, 2009).

Fieldwork skills
The literature on the value of geography fieldwork 
highlights a broad range of skills that it can 
develop in students. The geography curriculum 
needs to show how knowledge and skills are 
progressively built upon each year, taking into 
consideration the cognitive development of the 
student (Erebus International, 2008). Some 
of the skills discussed in relation to fieldwork 
include communication, collecting and recording 
data, calculation, geographical representation, 
conducting interviews, discussing and others. 
An interesting variation to this list is the thinking 
skills discussed by Foskett (2000) in his article 
where he takes a bigger picture view of what 
students can gain from fieldwork.

The thinking skills that Foskett (2000) refers to 
include deciding, choosing, reasoning, deducing 
and applying logical thinking. They can be divided 
broadly into skills that are creative and skills 
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that are critical. In order for students to develop 
beyond the acquisition phase, skills need to be 
transferred – laterally and vertically – to new 
situations. Fieldwork provides an ideal platform 
to push students to higher order thinking and the 
experiential learning aspect of fieldwork actually 
accelerates the learning of these thinking skills. 
Gains are best achieved with active fieldwork 
rather than passive, and episodic incidents such 
as getting wet or muddy can improve long-term 
memory recall.

The field inquiry approach that is familiar to 
geography teachers can readily be strengthened 
by incorporating Foskett’s (2000) thinking skills 
concepts. This can be achieved by making 
explicit the opportunities where thinking skills 
can be developed. For example, the knowledge 
components of data collection could be 
augmented by having students critique the data 
collection process and discuss improvement to 
the design and methods. Independent inquiry 
could develop skills in self-evaluation and 
reflection. In addition to presenting data, students 
could engage in a role-play of management 
strategies. The transfer of knowledge and 
higher order thinking can be applied by linking 
classroom activities to the field activities, and 
considering case studies from other areas than 
the one observed to hypothesise how different 
management strategies might affect an area.

This thinking skill approach is a broad perspective 
on student learning and would need to be 
combined with subject specific skills that the 
fieldwork is targeted at developing. Foskett does 
not present a progression of thinking skills to 
guide student development year to year. Whilst 
students at any level can engage in higher order 
thinking, it would be useful for the teacher to 
have an understanding of how thinking skills can 
progress in order to direct students to their zone 
of proximal development. 

The Council of the Institute of Australian 
Geographers (cited in Berry & Smith, 2009) 
presents a more structured sequence of 
geographic skills that grow in complexity without 
assigning year level, age, or time frame to this 
sequence. It is worth noting that the AusVELS 
progression points, whilst expressing levels that 
may correspond to the school years Foundation 
to Year 10, also do not stipulate the age or school 
year or time frame that students should achieve 
each level of progression. The important factor is 
that progression is available to students at each 
stage.

Cross-curriculum approach
A key element of fieldwork is the linking of 
knowledge, concepts, skills and procedural values 
gained in classroom learning to real life scenarios 

through the opportunity to apply these in the 
field (Berry & Smith, 2009). Making such links 
is developing in students the thinking skills of 
transfer. If students develop this skill of transfer 
in geography, then they are open to applying 
it across other learning areas. The same can 
apply to other thinking skills, and the process 
would certainly be strengthened if other subject 
areas within a school were employing a similar 
approach and actively encouraging metacognitive 
awareness in students.

According to Huynh et al. (2015), the available 
research in geography education is based around 
the learning of separate ideas or practices, 
not on the higher order relationships between 
different content and subject areas, or between 
skills learned across different grade levels. 
Understanding learning progressions in other 
subject areas could provide valuable information 
to support teaching in geography. For example, 
knowing where students are at in their learning of 
linear paths and fractions in maths could assist 
the timing and delivery of teaching the concepts 
of scale in geography.

Conclusion
The literature reviewed indicates a good 
awareness of the importance and benefits of 
fieldwork in geography teaching and of a positive 
trend towards a more active, student-centred 
style of fieldwork. However, there is more to be 
exploited from fieldwork that can translate to 
better outcomes for students. 

A geography teacher will be better placed to 
harness the potential of fieldwork if equipped 
with an understanding of skills that can be 
gained through fieldwork and how a student can 
progress over the years of their school geography 
education. Considering the thinking skills involved 
in fieldwork adds further value to the undertaking 
and promotes a more holistic approach. This 
opens opportunities for cross curriculum learning 
where students can make links between content in 
different subjects. 

This linking and the transferring of skills between 
subjects strengthens student understanding in 
both areas and, at the same time, the higher order 
thinking process of transfer is in itself valuable. 
There is potential for teachers to facilitate this 
if teachers, particularly for areas where skills 
can be easily transferred, better understand the 
learning progressions across different subjects. 
This understanding could present the school 
curriculum to students in a more cohesive and 
integrated manner – ultimately with the aim 
achieving better learning for all students. 
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Australian Alps is an account of the change in the geographic 
characteristics of Australia’s highest mountains. It is divided 
into chapters based on such physical aspects of the Australian 
Alps National Parks as climate, geology, landforms and 
vegetation as well as human influences including gold mining, 
water management, tourism and conservation. These chapters 
are filled with spectacular photographs, maps, tables of data, 
and diagrams depicting natural processes. 

Initial chapters focus on physiography. The reader is 
presented with a discussion of spatial and temporal climate 
variations including future projections and the influence on 
fire regimes. This is followed by a discussion of the origin of 
geological features and landforms such as Devils Staircase, 
Alpine National Park and Clark Gorge, Kosciuszko National 
Park. Processes are also explored at a much smaller scale, 
including the weathering of granite boulders. These features 
are discussed further in the context of providing niche habitat 
for flora and fauna. This includes a case study looking at the 
habitat, life cycle, threats and management of the mountain 
pygmy possum.

The second half of the book focuses on the change in land use 
from the Traditional Owners through to European settlement 
and management. Issues discussed include the journey towards 
the recognition of the Traditional Owners, the history and 
impacts of grazing, conflict between settlers and aborigines, the 
impacts of gold mining, and the difficulties in balancing land 
uses and managing the land for nature conservation. There is 
also a detailed discussion of the importance of the alpine region 
as a catchment and water resource. 

This book would be an excellent asset to a school library as 
a resource for both Geography teachers and students. It is 
full of engaging case studies and potential fieldwork sites and 
provides an excellent overview of the natural, historical and 
cultural aspects of the Australian Alps National Parks. 

Adrian De Fanti
Mazenod College, Mulgrave Victoria

Book Reviews

Australian Alps: 
Kosciuszko, Alpine and 
Namadgi National Parks 
(2nd edition). 
By Deirdre Slattery. Clayton South: 
CSIRO Publishing, 

2015, 294 pages, paperback,  
ISBN 9781486301713.
http://www.publish.csiro.au

Reviews Editor: Geoffrey Paterson

Educating for hope in 
troubled times: Climate 
change and the transition 
to a post-carbon future.
By David Hicks. London: Trentham 
Books at UCL IOE Press, 

2014, 216 pages, paperback, 
ISBN 9781858565538.
http://www.ucl-ioe-press.com 

Twenty-first century students are experiencing volatile times 
and an uncertain future. David Hicks’ timely book examines 
people’s feelings on these unpredictable changes and prepares 
teachers and students with a navigational guide to future hope 
as they transit to a post-carbon future.

The book has four parts. The first part titled Troubled times 
is divided into three critical global issues – changing global 
climate, easy oil, and limits to growth. It aims to guide teachers 
on such topics as the negative impacts of human activities on 
climate, and the search for zero carbon energy sources. 

Part two labelled Facing the challenges provides an 
understanding of people’s attitudes towards climate change and 
the role of emotions, such as denial and anxiety, which shape 
the way they think about the environment and how it should be 
managed. 

Part three Sources for hope focuses on the importance of deep 
hope in preparing society to face the future through positive 
responses to environmental challenges. At present, global 
changes tend to be taught in a fact-oriented, superficial manner 
that does not motivate reflective and analytical thinking or 
deeper learning. Instead, deep hope is expounded by success 
stories that inform students about positive change. 

Part four Education for transition represents four post-carbon 
scenarios: business as usual, techno-stability, energy crash, 
and sustainable transition. Education is reimagined such as 
building responsible active students to sustainably manage 
global climate change. 

This interdisciplinary book has common features running 
through the four parts including quotations from scientific 
books and documents, and provision of teaching ideas that 
incorporate appropriate local-global actions. The dualism of 
scientific and didactic material effectively integrates theoretical 

http://www.publish.csiro.au
http://www.ucl-ioe-press.com
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and practical ideas. Hicks shifts pessimism to optimism by 
creating hope in a post-carbon future. He provokes readers to 
rethink their attitude to climate change and how it may be more 
effectively taught.

I recommend this excellent book to all primary and secondary 
geography and science teachers and pre-service students as it 
provides deep thoughts about future global environments and 
its sustainable management. Additionally, the book promotes 
education for sustainable development and provides such 
practical skills for 21st century education as critical, creative 
and reflective thinking.

The book is excellent value for money and essential reading 
for educators required to prepare young people for a preferred 
future.

Dr Susan Bliss,
Bilgola Beach, New South Wales

Geography: Ideas in profile is part of a series entitled Ideas in 
profile: Small introductions to big topics. The chapter headings 
Tradition, Globalisation, Equality, Sustainability, Mapping 
the future, and Further exploration outline interests of the 
geographer rather than a way of looking at the world as one 
might expect in such a series. 

Tradition outlines the similar development of human 
communities and shows very little interest in the diversity of 
environments in which they grew. Discussion jumps from 
glacial retreat to early civilisations. Disappointingly, there is little 
emphasis on geographic concepts of place and interaction in an 
obvious way.

Globalisation as the next topic places more emphasis on 
interaction of places and Equality, the following chapter, 
outlines many contemporary examples of inequity in income, 
gender achievement, nutrition and opportunity with a clear 
spatial view. The writers use the interaction between Niger and 
Norway in aid as an example of the chapter themes. 

The closing chapters Sustainability and Mapping the future look 
forward using scenarios of national and global government 
reactions to climate change measuring, in their view, the best 
potential for carbon reduction and environmental stability. The 

Geography: Ideas in 
profile. 
By Danny Dorling and Carl Lee. 
London: Profile Books, 

2016, 176 pages, Paperback, 
ISBN 9781781255308.
http://www.profilebooks.com

Geography in focus: 
Teaching and learning in 
issues-based classrooms. 
Edited by Mike Taylor, Louise 
Richards and John Morgan. 
Wellington, New Zealand: NZCER 
Press, 

2015, 151 pages, paperback, 
ISBN 9781927231708.
http://www.nzcer.org.nz/about-nzcer-
press

post-Brexit world in the authors’ homeland will clearly horrify 
them! 

Several issues make this book annoying. Its audience one 
assumes is not geographers. It fails that audience as it poorly 
defines specifically the role and positive contribution of the 
geographer in the interdisciplinary discussion of key challenges 
facing us in the 21st century. Its early glossing over the range 
of diversity that used to delight the geographer, contrasts to the 
gloomy predictions of the latter part where geographers surely 
should be part of solutions, contributing positively with their 
clearly identified skills.

Leaving these major faults aside, what does it offer the 
Australian geography teacher? Firstly, it has some wonderful 
big thinking statements, the type of comment you would throw 
to the high achievers in the class who have the grasped the 
processes of climate, population and economics on which they 
are based. Sadly, such students are few with current curricula 
offering students insufficient examples to critically assess such 
generalisations. 

Secondly, the map work by Benjamin D. Hennig is very useful. 
Map combinations include, for example, global population data 
against night light, or global plot size against crop production. 
These black and white conceptual presentations could provide 
excellent starting points for students. 

Lastly, the book uses contemporary examples and recent 
research in far-flung places that will excite both teacher and 
student. These are outlined in the Further exploration section. 
The book might provide stimulating reading in a plane on the 
way to a conference – it has useful place holding flaps as its 
cover – but it will not make the must read list for the busy 
teacher.

Shirley Lahtinen,
Friends of GTAV 

This book explores a range of topics related to teaching 
geography through contemporary issues. In introducing 
the book, the Editors state that they see the collection “as 
an opportunity to reinvigorate an informed discussion of 
geography education in New Zealand’s secondary school 
classrooms”. 

The first chapter is about the role of social inquiry methodology 
in geography teaching and learning, and is illustrated by an 
account of a study of graffiti by a Year 12 class. The second 

https://profilebooks.com/
http://www.nzcer.org.nz/about-nzcer-press
http://www.nzcer.org.nz/about-nzcer-press
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His book tells a story about how the world is changing. His 
narrative of the future builds upon the concept of megatrends, 
gradual yet powerful trajectories of change. These will, at some 
point, express themselves with explosive force and throw 
companies, individuals and societies into freefall. Hajkowicz 
believes if we can read megatrends we can alter our destiny and 
prosper, rather than perish, when in freefall. 

A range of geographical concepts is covered as he describes 
seven megatrends of global change that impact on our world 
now and in the future. These concepts include resource 
scarcity; population growth; challenges facing biodiversity; 
climate change; global economic change associated with 
the emerging markets in developing countries; urbanisation; 
changing lifestyle patterns; ageing, cultural diversity, 
globalisation, increased human mobility; the rise of the digital 
world and technological innovation (finding new ways to meet 
human’s needs and wants).

I enjoyed reading this book, particularly the use of analogies 
which made it seem more like a story than an academic text. 
It also has a positive happy ending. Educational research now 
suggests that storytelling is one of the most effective ways 
of aiding learning. I can thoroughly recommend this text as a 
teacher resource and for Year 11 and 12 Geography students 
wanting to increase their knowledge and understanding of 
sustainable places, human impact on land cover change and 
globalisation. This book is both educational and entertaining 
and very good value for money.

Debbie Claridge
Hobart, Tasmania
President, Tasmanian Geography Teachers’ Association

chapter argues for the importance of developing subject-
specific literacy through an increased depth of reading 
and writing. The third chapter focuses on how conceptual 
understanding may be developed through an issues-based 
study. This is a particularly useful chapter, because it explores 
a way in which issues can be used to develop understandings 
that can be transferred to other situations. 

The fourth chapter discusses some of the dangers of using 
material produced by NGOs in teaching about development 
issues, and has useful suggestions about how to teach 
development. The fifth chapter is about using different 
perspectives to investigate an issue, illustrated by a discussion 
of how three different perspectives could be employed in a 
study of resilience in post-earthquake Christchurch. The sixth 
chapter argues that geographical imaginaries, which shape our 
attitudes to places and peoples, are more useful in teaching 
than perspectives. The seventh chapter explores some issues 
related to the Scholarship Examination in Year 13 in New 
Zealand. The final chapter challenges geography teachers “to 
consider how they might take a critical, open, futures education 
stance towards their subject”. This involves helping their 
students to explore a range of possible and probable futures, 
not just one favoured by contemporary capitalism. 

Teachers will find at least some of these chapters useful, 
because they discuss important questions relating to issues-
based teaching, and have examples written by experienced 
geography teachers. These are clearly written, and quite short. 

The Editors, in their introduction, comment that an issues-
based approach to geography may lead to the neglect of basic 
subject knowledge and ideas that students need in the future. 
One not mentioned is that a focus on issues can produce quite 
distorted understandings of places, if they are only studied as 
examples of an issue. For example, in the first three secondary 
years of the Hong Kong geography curriculum, Australia is 
only studied in the context of desertification. This is unlikely to 
contribute to international understanding.

Associate Professor Alaric Maude
Flinders University, South Australia

Stefan Hajkowicz uses thirteen relatively short chapters to 
explain his version of what will happen in the future. As one of 
the leading thinkers working in the CSIRO’s Futures research 
unit, he is well qualified to make the predictions he does. 

Invisible country is an exploration of the past and present 
treatment of several distinct environments within Western 
Australia’s south-west. It traces the evolution of the relationship 
between the early settlers of the region and their often-
disconnected understanding of the environment, through to 
our modern farmers and their communities who have greater 
understanding of the drying land but who now face new 
challenges.

The book is divided into six chapters, which could be 
autonomously read as they are written as individual essays 
covering a particular challenge. The different challenges are all 
connected to land cover change, and changing land uses. From 
the first European settlers – who had little understanding and 
often little respect for the unique and beautiful environment 

Global megatrends: 
Seven patterns of change 
shaping our future. 
By Stefan Hajkowicz. Clayton 
South: CSIRO Publishing, 

2015, 216 pages, paperback, 
ISBN 9781486301409.
http://www.publish.csiro.au

Invisible country: 
South-west Australia 
– understanding a 
landscape. 
By Bill Bunbury. Crawley: UWAP 
Publishing, 

2015, 254 pages, paperback, 
ISBN 9781742586250.
http://uwap.uwa.edu.au/
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Living landscapes 
connected communities: 
Culture, environment, 
and change across Asia. 
Edited by Justine Vaz and 
Narumol Aphinives. Penang: 
Areca Books, 

2014, 344 pages, paperback, 
ISBN 9789675719110. 
http://www.arecabooks.com

they found themselves living in and their constant 
comparison to the English countryside – it traces the 
farmers’ need to clear the land and lay drainage, which 
unquestionably forever changed the water systems and 
its surrounding environment. The book then links to the 
present farmers who have been forced through necessity 
to increase the size of their farms, due to the changing 
nature of farming in Australia, and are currently facing 
the realisation of a drying land and the future challenge of 
climate change. 

The book tracks the movements of conservation and the 
development of a biodiversity reserve in the region. It 
explores the local and wider communities’ attitudes to 
changing management strategies and highlights many of 
the lessons learnt throughout history. It investigates the 
issue of rural and urban salinity in Katanning and Wagin, 
and engages in discussion about the connection with 
forests and their significance, as this region (a biodiversity 
hotspot) is home to a divergent range of large trees. 
However, throughout the book Bunbury is trying to get 
people to realise the need to be better connected to the 
land around us. The different issues discussed are merely 
the vehicle in which to highlight the relationship between 
our environment and us. The idea is that often the true 
value of the land is invisible to us, until it is too late. 

Bunbury covers all of these issues by using passages 
from early European settlers’ diaries and letters as well as 
an extraordinary array of primary extracts and interview 
material. The use of these quotes gives an amazing insight 
into key members of the community, conservationists, 
academics and specialists in their field who have been 
working within this area over the years. However, at 
times this also hinders the flow of reading throughout the 
book. The author calls his style verbal documentaries and 
attributes it to his experience as a radio feature producer. 
As a result, the book reads like a conversation. 

This book provides geography teachers of Years 11 and 
12 with a great awareness into land cover change, and 
particularly for Western Australian teachers, discusses 
several local programs designed to manage this process. 
Each chapter could be examined as a separate case study 
as they explore different challenges, their management 
and often the implications of these decisions. For teachers 
covering land cover change, this would be a good text for 
them to read to gather an insight into the subject’s long-
term impacts. It could also be a reference for students 
investigating any programs within this area.

For people who live in this region of Western Australia 
or who are familiar with it, they will find this book a 
fascinating read with understanding into the area and its 
turbulent environmental past. Those unfamiliar with the 
region may struggle to connect with this text. However, 
all will connect with Bunbury’s message of identifying and 
respecting their relationship with place. 

Anna Griffin
Swan Valley Anglican Community School, Perth, 
Western Australia

This reference details the collaborative activities of the Regional 
Project implemented by the Nippon Foundation Fellowships for 
Asian Public Intellectuals, or API Fellowships Program (API). 

The API project was designed to foster greater awareness of 
their neighbours amongst public intellectuals and to encourage 
collaboration to address common problems across the region. 
Between 2008 and 2012, groups of APIs visited five sites, each 
in a different country, to study, document and reflect on the role 
of local wisdom, culture and traditions in responding to societal 
and environmental change. The sites chosen – Khiriwong 
(Thailand), Biwako (Japan), Kali Code (Indonesia), Tasik Chini 
(Malaysia) and Batanes Philippines – reflect a diversity of 
geographic environments and cultures.

There is a chapter for each site containing a number of articles 
which reflect the interests, expertise and foci of the different 
APIs. These articles provide information on the history of 
communities and basic community activities, such as fishing 
and agriculture, as well as religion and beliefs, governance, and 
the arts. They also outline how communities have endeavoured 
to deal with ageing populations, depopulation and globalisation. 
The final chapter, Rethinking Human-Ecological Balance, 
contains articles which identify the common threads between 
sites and reflect on some of the issues and challenges that 
confront them. Articles contain a variety of excellent visual 
media, which include maps, photographs, and music notations, 
which support written points and illustrate the environment and 
culture at each site.

I recommend this resource to teachers who are looking for 
case studies that are interesting and will further their students’ 
understanding of Australia’s neighbours. Case studies could 
be used in a diverse range of topics including depopulation 
and/or ageing populations; community management and 
protection of the environment; conservation and sustainability; 
disasters; and nurturing local cultures and communities. All 
seven key concepts of the Australian Curriculum: Geography 
can be addressed using case studies from this reference. 
Because each section consists of a number of articles about 
the one site, there is some repetition of information, but this 
is understandable and helps to emphasise the importance of 
the interaction of people and their environment in a changing 
world.

Sharon Jones
Kew East, Victoria

http://arecabooks.com
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On the edge: The state 
and fate of the world’s 
tropical rainforests. 
By Claude Martin. Vancouver: 
Greystone Books, 

2015, 343 pages, paperback, 
ISBN 9781771641401. 
http://www.greystonebooks.com

On the edge is the 34th report to the Club of Rome, 
which has been peer-reviewed to ensure its scientific 
rigour. It provides an up-to-date, honest and accurate 
overview of the scientific literature regarding the state of 
the world’s rainforests today through easily accessible 
text. While this book would be most useful as a teacher 
reference, passages could certainly be given to students 
to read. The major geographic concept covered in the 
book is land use change, which is particularly useful for 
teachers of the new Year 12 Victorian curriculum. 

On the edge covers the history of rainforest destruction 
(which increased dramatically from 1920 onwards) and 
explains why this biome is under threat, detailing such 
issues as increasing urbanisation, a globalised economy, 
human population increases and dietary changes as well 
as an increasing demand for food, timber and biofuels. It 
also predicts the impact of climate change on the world’s 
forests, using ice core records of past forest distribution 
patterns. Case studies from Central and South America, 
Africa and South East Asia are provided throughout. The 
book has a strong economic focus, accessible for the 
layperson, which also covers social and political factors 
involved. It outlines the importance of different spatial 
technologies used to assess vegetation cover and details 
examples where this has been used as a management 
tool to help slow deforestation. Other management 
strategies such as REDD+ are covered and it offers 
examples of reforestation success stories and solutions 
for further reforestation in the future, including the 
production of palm oil without forest loss. 

The book is organised very well, with nine chapters 
and pages clearly laid out with headings. It has a 
comprehensive list of references organised by chapter, 
a glossary of key terms, and a very extensive index 
making it a practical reference book. Geographical data 
throughout, such as graphs and tables, are clearly laid 
out and easy to read, although some data is a little out 
of date, with the most recent graphs and maps referring 
to 2012. The centre of the book has 16 full colour photo 
pages with descriptive captions. Overall, it is an excellent 
text, which could be used in the secondary classroom 
and as a teacher reference. 

Anna Blamey
Melbourne, Victoria

Prisoners of geography: 
Ten maps that tell you 
everything you need 
to know about global 
politics. 
By Tim Marshall. London: Elliott 
& Thompson, 

2015, 256 pages, hardback, 
ISBN 9781783961412. 
http://www.eandtbooks.com

Tim Marshall, the author of Prisoners of geography, is an 
experienced foreign correspondent who uses his background 
to explore and explain some of today’s major geopolitical 
situations. The title is self-explanatory if a bit overstated.

In the introduction, the author claims that, “Geography is 
clearly a fundamental part of the “why” as well as the “what”. It 
might not be the determining factor, but it certainly is the most 
overlooked” (page x). One of the main themes of the book is 
that an understanding of such geographical factors as physical 
landscape, climate, demographics, cultural regions and access 
to and competition over resources is essential in understanding 
the politics of the world. Geographical ignorance is a drawback 
in failing to understanding the world. 

Each chapter is self-contained and is accompanied by good 
maps showing physical and human features. The ten case 
studies concentrate on regions of conflict or potential conflict. 
Australia is not included, as the author states, “a whole book 
could be devoted to Australia alone and the ways in which its 
geography has shaped its connections with other parts of the 
world” (page xiii). 

The chapters on Russia and China are very useful in helping 
to understand the current situation in the Crimea and Ukraine, 
Russia’s involvement in Syria, and China’s approach to its 
claims in the South China Sea. The chapter on the Arctic 
highlights the issue of competing claims to resources as the 
Arctic sea ice melts and allows easier access to the region. 

This is a very comprehensive teacher resource written in a clear, 
readable style and contains recommended further reading. This 
book is highly recommended as a background resource for 
Geography, History and Global Politics teachers and the general 
reader as it helps to develop a much better understanding of 
some of the major issues facing the world today. 

John Ramsdale
Montmorency, Victoria
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Research and debate in 
primary geography. 
Edited by Simon Catling. 
Abingdon: Routledge, 

2015, 247 pages, hardback, 
ISBN 9781138899896.
http://www.routledge.com

Space in mind: Concepts 
for spatial learning and 
education. 
Edited by Daniel R. Montello, 
Karl E. Grossner and Donald G. 
Janelle. Cambridge MA: The MIT 
Press, 

334 pages, hardback, 
ISBN 9780262028295.
http:// www.mitpress.mit.edu

Although this book has a somewhat dry title, which appears 
to limit its interest only to primary teachers of geography, its 
contents make it far more useful than that. 

Research and debate has a collection of articles, which cover 
a broad canvas of teaching and curriculum. It provides both 
helpful and thought-provoking material on teaching. It is both 
encouraging and challenging to enthusiastic teachers in training, 
new teachers, experienced team leaders and all involved in any 
ways with curriculum development. The research covered in the 
book is so extensive that it also provides many valuable insights 
for teachers of secondary geography as well as the primary 
teachers, which is its main focus.

The book is a collection of fourteen fully referenced academic 
articles, most of which have been published in journals such 
as Education and Curriculum Journal. All have been written in 
the last ten years, most in the last five years. The list of authors 
includes some of the foremost researchers and practitioners of 
United Kingdom primary geography including Simon Catling, 
Fran Martin and Stephen Scoffham.

The first six chapters cover broad issues such as teachers’ 
knowledge and perceptions of geography, core knowledge 
and ethnogeography. The remaining chapters mostly focus on 
narrower areas such as creativity, using the urban environment, 
exploring children’s place-based identities through reading and 
writing, and teaching about distant places.

Two articles urge teachers to consider the importance of 
ethnogeography as well as the more traditional aspects of 
academic geography. Ethnogeography, in this context, is defined 
as the personal geography of each individual – the personal 
knowledge of the world that they have built up from everyday 
experiences, interactions and decisions – from which deeper 
conceptual understanding can be developed. Both Simon 
Catling and Fran Martin in their writing urge the focus of the 
National Curriculum in United Kingdom to be shifted towards 
this approach to Geography, in order to involve students 
more fully, and overcome problems of many teachers’ lack of 
knowledge of academic geography. 

This debate about personal geographies has been echoed in 
the development of the Australian Curriculum junior secondary 
years, and thus is one of the many issues in this book which 
has important relevance to Australia.

As I read each chapter, the outstanding feature for me was that 
the ideas and research contained here would clearly be relevant 
and stimulating to teachers of secondary geography as well as 
those of primary geography. Almost all of the issues, debates, 

suggestions and ideas about teaching and curriculum discussed 
in this book are also central to secondary teaching. 

Examples of chapters which reflect this are: Geography and 
creativity: developing joyful and imaginative learners; Children 
researching their urban environment; and Same old story: the 
problem of object-based thinking as a basis for teaching distant 
places.

In the concluding article, Simon Catling presents a strong case 
for the use of an empowering pedagogy which gives children 
a voice in developing topics, using their own ethnogeography, 
being listened to beyond the classroom, and learning from other 
children’s voices. As a thought-provoking article with clear 
ramifications for changing classroom practice, this article alone 
is worth the cost of this book.

The book would clearly be a valuable resource to both students 
and lecturers in education faculties, but it would be stimulating 
for all teachers of geography, whatever age levels they teach 
and whatever experience they have had. 

John Butler OAM 
Flinders University, South Australia

In their book, Space in mind, Montello, Grossner and Janelle 
refer to the spatial turn when discussing the movement 
in various disciplines to develop educational curriculum 
specifically focused on spatiality. 

This turn has resulted in an emerging focus by researchers and 
educators on understanding spatial conceptualisation, language, 
learning and problem solving. The efforts to develop a coherent 
understanding of the field of spatial literacy have been disparate 
and led to a flurry of disconnected research on spatial cognition, 
geographic information systems, spatial econometrics, spatial 
humanities, data visualisation and much more. 

Although we are generally familiar with these endeavours and 
innovations, the authors ask the question: what holds them 
together as an area of learning for students? This book attempts 
to explore the similarities and differences between all these 
spatial orientated endeavours to develop an understanding of 

https://mitpress.mit.edu/
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This book (or unit of work) is designed to help students develop 
their knowledge and understanding of rocks and the interaction 
between physical and human processes which create change in 
landscapes. 

It is a broad overview of geology in the United Kingdom. It 
links rocks with weathering and soils. The unit (book) is based 

Contrary to many texts written on the theme of tourism and its 
impacts, this book, in its fourth edition, sets out to discuss the 
complex interconnections between globalisation, development 
and tourism, where tourism becomes a mirror reflecting on the 
wider sociocultural, economic and political processes at work 
in the world. The emphasis and examples are specifically drawn 
from Third World case studies.

how people conceptualise and learn about space and spatiality. 
Quite a task, but a necessary one considering that educators 
have been working for years on the idea of spatial literacy and 
what it means for geographical education in the curriculum and 
classroom. The chapters of the book explore highly relevant 
areas for the geography educator, such as the meaning of 
spatial literacy (spatial thinking and reasoning), the importance 
of learning about and applying spatial concepts, and the 
rationale for spatial learning and applications in the curriculum. 

Space in mind is certainly not suitable for classroom use, 
being of an academic level that challenges our understandings 
and in parts being of questionable relevance to geographical 
education. The discussion on the STEM movement is 
particularly interesting and provides an intellectual argument 
on the importance of spatial conceptualisation and application 
to the world of STEM. The book provides a much-needed 
academic framework to support the argument that geography is 
seen as a player in the STEM area of education. 

Chapters of particular interest for the geography teacher are 
Concepts and principles of spatial literacy (Grossner and 
Janelle), Exploring the nature and development of expertise in 
geography (Downs), Learning to live with spatial technologies 
(Goodchild) and Teaching space: what, how, and when 
(Newcombe). These chapters provide some interesting and 
challenging insights on spatial thinking and the use of spatial 
technology and should be required reading for geography 
teachers serious about arguing that the teaching of spatial 
literacy is an imperative in the curriculum and classroom. The 
book certainly provides a scientific and academic backdrop 
for such discussions, but is a read requiring significant 
concentration and continual referencing to the relevance of the 
discussions to student learning in geography.

Malcolm McInerney
Prospect, South Australia

on an inquiry approach, with each lesson including its own 
key questions, learning objectives and keywords. Resources 
supporting the lessons are located on the above website.

Although some prior knowledge of plate tectonics is presumed, 
students begin the first lesson with a fieldwork where they 
investigate rocks in their local environment. Subsequent 
lessons investigate rock types, how fossils are formed, the 
types of landscapes associated with different rocks, the 
formation of soil and how it affects its use, and the formation of 
fossil fuels. 

Each lesson is based around practical activities which include: 
the use of visual materials, or if available, actual rock samples, 
the making of fossil casts, the use of GIS to map appropriate 
use of farming land, and the reading of geological maps to find 
the best place to drill for oil and gas. There is a wide range of 
stimulating material to provide students with an opportunity to 
develop their geographic skills. Links are provided to further 
resources and reading that will extend the more able student.

Geographical concepts include scale (not only a geological 
timescale but also scale of region and activity), region, 
change over time (mainly geological), spatial association (the 
association between rock type and land use), and distribution.

It is an excellent teacher resource as it provides well-structured 
lessons and activities aimed at Year 9. However, it is based on 
United Kingdom examples and, therefore, requires adaptation 
to location-specific examples.

Adriana Abels
John Monash Science School,
Clayton, Victoria

The role of stones: How 
do rocks shape our 
world? 
Edited by Alan Kinder and 
John Widdowson. Sheffield: 
Geographical Association, 2014, 

40 pages, softcover, 
ISBN 9781843773481.
http:// www.geography.org.uk

Tourism and 
sustainability: 
Development, 
globalisation and new 
tourism in the Third World 
4th edition. 
By Martin Mowforth and Ian Munt. 
Abingdon: Routledge, 2016, 

404 pages, paperback, 
ISBN 9781138013261.
http:// www.routledge.com
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The book is structured around three main themes:

• the uneven and unequal development that exists within the 
world, especially between First and Third World countries;

• the role of political, economic and political power in 
global development, especially when comparing First and 
Third World countries. Power in this sense ranges from 
governments, major international organisations such as 
the World Bank, non-government organisations, the tourist 
industry and the power invested in tourists themselves;

• globalisation and the impact of a shrinking world and the 
interconnection of places. Tourism is seen as both a cause 
and consequence of globalisation.

The authors grapple with conflicting definitions for many of the 
terms used to describe tourism sustainability and development. 
However, for the classroom teacher, their section on the 
principles of sustainability in tourism and their table on the 
tools of sustainable tourism provides an excellent framework for 
teaching management strategies in the tourism industry. There 
are some very interesting discussions on the concepts of new 
tourism, or environmental tourism, the threat of climate change 
on tourism, pro-poor tourism and even the lack of attention that 
urban areas in Third World countries receive from the tourist 
industry and governments. 

The concept of geographical imagination is introduced as 
“the way we understand the geographical world and the way 
in which we represent it to ourselves and to others” (page 7). 
Tourism is an excellent example of such.

Examples, rather than specific case studies, are drawn from 
across the globe often highlighting conflicting viewpoints. For 
example, the conflict between the concept of wilderness as seen 
by an ecotourist or an indigenous inhabitant or what constitutes 
a resource. In many parts of Africa “the land and its wild 
animals are not a source of aesthetic enjoyment but a resource 
to be managed so that people can survive” (page 175).

Countries within Central America are used as examples of 
the different scales of participation by communities in host 
destinations, while the Masai of Kenya and Tanzania are used 
as an illustration of a large-scale population displacement as a 
result of government policy and the tourist industry to create 
wildlife parks at the expense of the people who managed the 
land for centuries.

Concepts such as transculturation and the zooification of tribal 
people are used to question the relative benefits of cultural 
exchanges between tourists and local populations, a topic which 
could be used to stimulate debate within the classroom. 

The authors also examine the link between tourism and climate 
change in Third World countries. Coastlines threatened by 
rising sea level and competition for scarce water resources by 
the water hungry tourist industry, is affecting the least resilient, 
poorer communities in the world, further affecting development. 

Ironically, the worldwide growth in tourism, especially in the 
number of airline flights, is actually contributing up to 8% 
of greenhouse gas emissions. In many places in the world, 
tourism is seen as a means of stimulating development and 
alleviating poverty with tourism contributing significantly to a 
country’s GDP. The emergence of pro-poor tourism is discussed 
in depth with some very interesting conclusions.

You, me and diversity is written by a geographic educator and a 
former primary teacher who has experienced different cultures 
during her working life. Her research and teaching is grounded 
in the area of intercultural understanding. 

The author’s focus is on the value of picture books in 
the classroom as a means of developing intercultural 
understanding. Multicultural picture books can help teachers 
raise complex issues in an age appropriate manner for all levels 
in the primary school. 

Chapter 1 provides an overview of picture books, including 
definitions and an outline of the elements that make them 
up. Chapter 2 examines a number of definitions, values and 
concepts of multicultural and intercultural in the context of 
culture, while Chapter 3 takes these themes further by exploring 
diversity and gender. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 show how the author 
uses her curriculum framework to teach intercultural and 
developmental education using picture books. Chapter 8 looks 
at a number of picture books that highlight the experiences of 
refugee children. The last chapter is of particular interest and 
relevance to Australia’s current policies on illegal refugees and 
the subsequent impact detention is having on them, especially 
on refugee children. 

Chapter 4 appealed to me because it addresses concepts such 
as critical literacy and critical reading of the world. Critical 
literacy has been traced to the work of Paulo Freire, who 
taught adult learners to read the word in order to read the 
world. The author cites the work of Wolk (2003) to show how 
critical literacy is about how we interact with the world1. It is 
the capacity to read texts in an active and reflective manner to 
promote deeper understanding of socially constructed concepts 
such as power, inequality and injustice. 

You, me and diversity: 
Picturebooks for teaching 
development and 
intercultural education. 
By Anne M. Dolan. London: 
Trentham Books at UCL IOE Press, 

2014, 192 pages, paperback,  
ISBN 9781858565224.
http://www.ucl-ioe-press.com

A book of substantial weight and covering 400 odd pages, 
the authors take a multidisciplinary approach incorporating 
economic, political, geographic, environmental and sociological 
theories. Tourism is the basis of Unit 2 Victorian Certificate 
of Education Geography and this book could be a valuable 
resource for teachers wanting to delve into some of the more 
academic discussions on tourism and development.

 Disappointingly, data used in the book is outdated and would 
require further research to update the figures.

Jill Price
Camberwell, Victoria

http://www.ucl-ioe-press.com
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The early years of primary school are an appropriate time to 
promote critical literacy and intercultural understanding using 
picture books. Literacy and intercultural understanding are two 
of the seven general capabilities in the Australian Curriculum. 
Whilst the seven key geographical concepts are not explicitly 
stated, the reading of picture books is an appropriate format 
to promote understandings of place, space, environment, 
interconnection, sustainability, scale, and change. 

I highly recommend this resource to teachers. 

Paul Reitano
Griffith University, Mount Gravatt, Queensland

Footnote
1.  Wolk, S. (2003). Teaching for critical literacy in social 

studies. The Social Studies, 94(3), pp.101–106. Reference is 
to page 102.
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